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Abstract 
 
XML is a widely used data exchange format.  The verbose nature of XML leads to 
the requirement to efficiently store and process this type of data using 
compression. Various general-purpose transforms and compression techniques 
exist that can be used to transform and compress XML data. More compact 
alternatives to XML data have been developed, namely JSON due to the verbosity 
of XML data. 
 
Similarly, there is a requirement to efficiently store and process SMILES data used 
in Chemoinformatics. General-purpose transforms and compressors can be used 
to compress this type of data to a certain extent, however, these techniques are 
not specific to SMILES data. 
 
The primary contribution of this research is to provide developers that use XML, 
JSON or SMILES data, with key knowledge of the best transformation techniques 
to use with certain types of data, and which compression techniques would provide 
the best compressed output size and processing times, depending on their 
requirements. 
 ii 
 
The main study in this thesis, investigates the extent of which using data 
transforms prior to data compression can further improve the compression of XML 
and JSON data. It provides a comparative analysis of applying a variety of data 
transform and data transform variations, to a number of different types of XML and 
JSON equivalent datasets of various sizes, and applying different general-purpose 
compression techniques over the transformed data. 
 
A case study is also conducted, to investigate data transforms prior to compression 
to improve the compression of data within a data-specific domain. 
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Chapter 1 
 
Introduction 
 
This thesis is concerned with enhancing the data compression of common 
data exchange formats, namely XML and JSON, and data within a specific domain, 
such as the SMILES chemical linear notation used in Toxicology, by applying 
compression over data transforms and transform variations. 
 
1.1 Context of the Study 
 
Extensible Markup Language (XML) was developed as a standard 
information exchange format across the World Wide Web (WWW) [32], [13], [46], 
[6], [43]. Prior to XML, data exchange between applications was difficult due to the 
application-specific nature of data storage and representation amongst 
applications. Thereby, the development of the standard XML format, not tied to a 
specific application, simplified information exchange between applications [78], 
[13], [46]. 
XML is considered a meta-language that contains self-describing properties 
to describe the nature of the XML data contained within the document. User-
defined tags within the XML document structure are used for marking up the data, 
this is also referred to as the markup language, thus providing meaningful tags to 
describe the document [71], [70]. Whilst the self-describing nature of the structure 
of an XML document allows for flexibility, the verbose nature of these repeating 
tags negatively impacts data storage and processing times [71], [70], [76], [46]. 
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1.2 Problem Statement and Study Motivation 
 
The volubility of XML is due to the repetitive tags in the XML document 
structure present for each instance of an element [35]. Therefore, on a structural 
level, the verbosity of the XML data representation leads to high levels of 
redundancy [7], [9], [71], [70], [53], [35], [4], [13], [46]. 
The verbose nature of XML documents results in large document sizes 
which impacts data storage, processing and exchange costs [53], particularly for 
XML documents that contain deeply nested tags, and for those that include long 
tag and attribute names [71], [70]. The vast increase in size imposed by the XML 
document structure impacts the practical usage of the data in XML documents [13], 
[46]. 
The verbose nature of XML leads to the requirement to efficiently store and 
process this type of data using data compression. Various general-purpose 
compression techniques exist that can be used to compress XML data, however, 
these are text-specific and are not tailored specifically for XML data. Although 
XML-specific data compression techniques do exist that take into account the 
structure of XML data, they also have limitations where they do not cater for 
different types of data present in XML documents and they also cannot be easily 
adapted to deal with data from other data exchange formats [7], [9], [35], [81], [71], 
[46]. The verbosity of XML data led to the development of other compact data 
exchange formats, namely JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) and Binary JSON 
(BSON) for example [56], [38], [39], [80]. 
Whilst dealing with the verbose XML document structure is important to 
reduce the verbosity of XML data [7], [9], [35], [81], [71], [46], also finding ways to 
handle the content of an XML document can further improve the compression of 
such data. 
Domain-specific data can be identified by similar data items that are 
contained within specific XML elements. For example in Toxicology datasets used 
by practitioners in the Chemoinformatics field, XML representations of this data 
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would include XML tags that generally relate to the names of chemicals used, 
description, molecular weights, and chemical linear notations such as Simplified 
Molecular Input Line Entry System (SMILES) for example, amongst other domain-
specific data. 
Delving further into domain-specific SMILES data within these datasets, this 
popular chemical linear notation was developed to improve storage and processing 
costs by representing two-dimensional molecular structures in a concise and 
compact way [82], [23]. However, chemical databases that contain such data are 
continuously expanding [42] and therefore require efficient storage and processing 
of such molecular structure representations [82], [23], [67]. 
As with XML and JSON data, general-purpose compressors could also be 
used over domain-specific data to allow for a reduction in compressed output size 
and processing costs [82], [23]. Data can also be transformed prior to data 
compression and used alongside general-purpose compression techniques to 
provide efficient data compression [69], [16], [68]. 
Various existing transformation techniques have been used in previous 
studies and show that data transformation prior to compression can improve data 
compressed output size and processing costs [68]. Whilst these techniques are not 
specific to XML or JSON data exchange formats or domain-specific data, such as 
SMILES, they provide the flexibility to be tailored and used with any type of data, 
including domain-specific data. 
 
1.3 Aim and Objectives of the Study 
 
The aim of this study is to investigate ways in which data transformation can 
be used to further improve the compression of different types of XML data, 
equivalent JSON data and domain-specific data, such as SMILES. The objectives 
of this study have been highlighted below: 
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■ To research and select general-purpose data transforms that can be applied 
to XML, JSON and SMILES data, as well as data-specific transforms that 
can be applied to SMILES data. 
■ To research and select general-purpose data transform variations that can 
be applied to XML, JSON and SMILES data. 
■ To research and select general-purpose data compressors that can be 
applied to all data. 
■ In addition to the datasets commonly used in XML compression research, to 
research and select other datasets that would also benefit from this study. 
■ To transform XML, JSON and SMILES data with the selected data 
transforms and transform variations, and to conduct data compression 
experiments over the transformed data; to inform both the XML and JSON 
main study and SMILES case study. 
■ To discuss the findings of the studies, draw conclusions and discuss their 
implications. 
 
1.4 Research Questions 
 
XML and JSON Main Study Research Questions 
This study aims to answer the following research questions: 
 
■ To what extent can data transformations improve the compression of 
different types of XML data and equivalent JSON data? 
 
– What general-purpose data transforms can be applied to XML and 
also be made adaptable to other data exchange formats, such as 
JSON? 
– What data transform variations can be used alongside these data 
transforms? 
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– What general-purpose compression techniques can be used over the 
transformed data to improve compression? 
– What other datasets could be useful for this study? 
– How do the final results compare for both XML and JSON data 
formats, in terms of providing better compressed output size, 
processing times and a balance of both compressed output size and 
processing? 
– How can other existing data compression or data transform 
techniques can be improved? 
– How far can these transforms be generalised or transferred to other 
data formats? 
 
SMILES Case Study Research Questions 
This case study aims to answer the following research questions: 
 
■ To what extent can data transforms and data transform variations improve 
the compression of SMILES data? 
 
– What general-purpose data transforms used in the main study, and 
data-specific data transforms can be applied to SMILES data? 
– What data transform variations used in the main study, and other 
data transform variations can be used alongside these data 
transforms? 
– What general-purpose compression techniques can be used over the 
transformed data to improve compression? 
– How do the final results compare in terms of providing better 
compressed output size, processing times and a balance of both 
compressed output size and processing? 
– How can other existing data compression or data transform 
techniques can be improved? 
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– How far can these transforms be generalised or transferred to other 
domain-specific data? 
 
1.5 Significance of the Study 
 
On a practical level, the primary contribution of this thesis is to provide 
developers and researchers that use XML, JSON and SMILES data with key 
knowledge of the best data transform and transform variation techniques to use 
with certain types of data, and the best compression techniques that provide the 
best compressed output size and processing times when used over the 
transformed data. The results are analysed from an industry perspective to allow 
developers to make decisions based on their compressed output size and 
processing time requirements. 
On a theoretical level, another intended contribution is to suggest ways to 
potentially integrate the fundamental benefits of the data transforms and transform 
variations used in this thesis into existing XML-specific compression techniques in 
order to further improve them, with the purpose of making a contribution to industry 
and also a contribution to research. 
 
1.6 Overview of the Study 
 
The remainder of this thesis is divided into six chapters. Chapter 2 
introduces the basics of XML data, discusses existing general-purpose data 
compression techniques, reviews existing XML-specific compression techniques, 
introduces the JSON data exchange format and compares it to XML. The chapter 
then focuses on domain-specific data and reviews the literature on molecular 
structure representations, and then describes the SMILES chemical linear notation. 
A literature review of existing data transformation techniques is also conducted. 
For both the XML and JSON main study and the SMILES case study, chapter 3 
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highlights the issues raised in the literature review and the general approach to the 
study. It then discusses the selection criteria and rationale for the datasets, data 
transforms, data transform variations and compression algorithms used. The 
chapter then explains how both the main study and case study were conducted by 
highlighting the data transform properties, describing the preliminary phases 
necessary prior to the transformation of data, highlighting the data transform 
phases, illustrating the grammar applied to the datasets during data transformation 
and briefly describing the collision handling mechanism used. It then moves onto 
the system architecture and implementation, and describes the full data 
transformation and compression process. Finally, the chapter provides an 
experimental assessment, including the compression metrics and benchmarks 
used, and discusses how the results were analysed. Chapter 4 describes the 
software implemented to enable users to run the data transforms and transform 
variations developed in this thesis. Chapter 5 presents and discusses the results of 
both the main study and case study, the chapter includes details on data collection, 
the experimental testing environment used, compression metrics, the experimental 
framework, gaps in the results, the results and an analysis of the results. The 
chapter ends with a discussion of the results. Finally, chapter 6 concludes this 
thesis, discussing the study implications, improvements to both existing work and 
this study, and future work. 
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Chapter 2 
 
Background 
 
2.1 Introduction 
 
This chapter provides a literature review on the key areas related to the 
development of this thesis. Firstly, the chapter introduces the XML data exchange 
format, it then moves onto review and discusses the general-purpose and XML-
specific compression techniques that have been used to compress XML data. The 
chapter then progresses to the development of the JSON data exchange format 
and compares it to XML data. The literature review is then focused on domain-
specific data, particularly on molecular structure representations and the SMILES 
chemical linear notation. Research is then conducted into existing data 
transformation techniques that have been developed to improve the compression 
of data. Finally, a summary concludes this chapter. 
 
 
2.2 XML 
 
XML is a widely used data exchange format across the web. XML 
documents adopt the use of tags in their document structure that feature a self-
describing property. Hyper Text Markup Language (HTML) also utilises the 
concept of tags in their document structure, however, whereas HTML documents 
employ tags to describe the presentation, the use of tags in an XML document is 
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concerned with describing the semantics of the data in order to facilitate the key 
functions of readability and comprehensibility of the XML documents over the web 
[32], [13], [46]. Figure 1 provides a simple example of an XML document to 
illustrate the document structure. 
 
2.2.1 Data Model 
 
XML documents form an ordered tree-like structure that is comprised of a 
series of nodes, such as element, attribute and value nodes [32], [51]. Figure 1 
shows an example of an XML document. The first line of the example displays an 
optional prologue which essentially specifies the XML version number and 
encoding used, which in the example is version 1.0 and Unicode Transformation 
Format – 8-Bit (UTF-8) encoding respectively. The following highlights the data 
tree nodes present in XML documents: 
 
■ Element – Meaningful element tags are created by the user, element nodes, 
as shown in Figure 1 include <_id>, <name>, <awards>, to name a few. The 
root element is <achievements>. 
 
■ Attribute – Attributes provide further information for an element and are 
included within the element node itself. Whilst an example of this is not 
present in the example in Figure 1, the <name> element could be rewritten 
to include first and last names as attributes to portray the same information, 
for example, <name first=”John” last=”Backus”> </name>, however, this 
format for the name element is not recommended. 
 
■ Value – The value node denotes data values within XML documents, an 
example taken from Figure 1 is the “W.W. McDowell Award” value from the 
award element node and another example is the “1967” value taken from 
the year element node [32]. 
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?> 
<achievements> 
 <_id>1</_id> 
 <name> 
  <first>John</first> 
  <last>Backus</last> 
 </name> 
 <contribs>Fortran</contribs> 
 <contribs>ALGOL</contribs> 
 <contribs>Backus-Naur Form</contribs> 
 <contribs>FP</contribs> 
 <awards> 
  <award>W.W. McDowell Award</award> 
  <year>1967</year> 
  <by>IEEE Computer Society</by> 
 </awards> 
 <awards> 
  <award>Draper Prize</award> 
  <year>1993</year> 
  <by>National Academy of Engineering</by> 
 </awards> 
</achievements> 
 
Figure 1. Example of an XML Document adapted from [39]. 
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2.3 General-Purpose Data Compression 
 
Storage, query performance and efficiency issues are evident in XML 
documents due to the verbose document structure which has resulted in a number 
of compression techniques being developed to attempt to address this problem. As 
well as using existing general-purpose compressors over XML data, which 
compress the document in the same manner as any other text document, XML-
conscious compressors have also been developed. General-purpose compressors 
do not take advantage of the XML document structure, the structure and content 
are treated the same, whereas in contrast XML-specific compressors utilise 
structure-related concepts when dealing with XML documents and many also use 
general-purpose compressors in their back-end processors in order to achieve 
optimum compression rates [66], [46]. 
As mentioned previously, since XML documents can be seen as text files, 
general-purpose data compression techniques alone can easily be used to 
compress these documents. A variety of compressors can specifically handle XML 
documents, such as XML conscious compressors that maintain full awareness of 
an XML document structure [46]. Structure aware XML conscious compressors 
include schema dependent and schema independent compressors. Although 
optimum compression ratios can be accomplished by utilising schema dependent 
compressors in comparison to schema independent compressors, the use of 
schemas cannot be fully relied upon as they are not present for all XML 
documents. Another issue to consider is how useful a schema would be for an 
XML document, for example, a schema may not necessarily be required for a 
simple XML document and it may be more useful to use a schema for a more 
complex XML document [66]. 
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2.3.1 Lossy vs Lossless 
 
General-purpose data compression is placed into two categories, namely 
lossy and lossless [20]. Lossy compression techniques, generally used to 
compress multimedia data such as audio, video and images, are unable to 
reproduce the document accurately on decompression. However, much of this 
information loss is undetectable to the end user. This is in contrast to lossless 
compression techniques which are able to reproduce the document exactly on 
decompression, thereby preserving the integrity of data [12], [68], [67]. Lossless 
compression can be further categorised as adaptive or non-adaptive. Non-adaptive 
techniques adopt two phases, firstly the computing of statistical information of the 
document, such as the frequency of elements in the XML document, and secondly 
the actual compression phase. Adaptive lossless compression techniques in 
contrast are a one-pass technique, whereby statistics are collected dynamically 
during compression, with no requirement for statistical knowledge to be collected 
sooner [20]. 
 
2.3.2 Statistical and Dictionary-Based Approaches 
 
Both statistical and dictionary-based lossless compression techniques exist. 
Huffman is a well-known lossless compression technique through which statistical 
information is computed and utilised in this technique. The process starts with the 
frequency of the most common characters collected, the characters are then 
ordered according to their frequency, from highest to lowest. The sum of the 
frequencies of the two characters with the lowest frequencies are then computed; 
these two elements have been combined into one element. This process starts 
again with the recently grouped element and the other element of lowest 
frequency. A binary tree structure is assembled. The technique involves the 
substitution of frequent characters with shorter characters. Statistical based 
techniques, like Huffman coding, do not handle the connection between words and 
phrases [3], [16], [68], [67].  
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Another popular statistical compression technique is Prediction by Partial 
Matching (PPM). A PPM model consists of context models. These adaptively built 
models hold statistical information regarding the computed frequency of symbols 
preceding a new symbol. A statistical encoder is used to predict the probability of a 
new symbol. Symbols with higher probabilities are encoded with fewer bits 
compared to those with lower probabilities [68]. 
Another statistical compression algorithm is Context Tree Weighting (CTW). 
The data is processed as a block of symbols, and as with PPM the probability 
estimation is based on the statistical knowledge of the previous symbols. A binary 
context tree is built and updated for each symbol. The context of the symbol to be 
encoded determines the route node path to be followed. The values for each of the 
two non-leaf child nodes are updated for each symbol as well as the values of the 
root node. The context tree is weighted at the root node to determine the 
probability estimate of the processed word and then arithmetic encoding is applied 
[22]. 
Dictionary based approaches, such as Lempel-Ziv, also known as LZ77, 
take full advantage of repeated words and phrases within the text and encode 
these by substituting words or phrases with their corresponding references in the 
dictionary [3], [16], [62], [68] [67]. Dictionary-based approaches can also be further 
categorised by static, semi-static and adaptive approaches. In static-based 
approaches, dictionaries can be prepared in advance of compression, assuming 
knowledge of information contained in the document is already known. This is 
technically a one-pass approach as the dictionaries prepared in advance enable 
the compressor to use the fixed dictionary immediately. However, the static 
dictionaries could negatively impact compressed output size costs due to their 
fixed nature. Whereas, two phases are involved in a semi-static dictionary-based 
approach, whereby the first phase is to collect the information from the data source 
in order to create the dictionary, and the second phase is to proceed with the 
actual compression of the document. Adaptive dictionary-based approaches 
dynamically update the dictionary throughout compression. Although both semi-
static and adaptive approaches would improve on dictionary compressed output 
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size costs, they may impact compression times with the data collection and 
dictionary updates being processed during the compression phases [16], [68], [67]. 
 
2.4 XML-Specific Data Compression 
 
This section discusses a selection of existing XML compression techniques 
developed specifically for XML data. This is not intended to be a full survey, since 
only one of the XML compression techniques, namely XMill, discussed in this 
section was used in the experiments for this study for reasons that will be 
explained in the next chapter. A comprehensive survey of XML-specific 
compressors can be found in [66]. It was considered necessary to discuss some of 
the issues raised with XML-specific techniques in this section, in order to help 
understand why it was necessary to continue with research in the area of XML data 
compression. The inclusion of this survey also forms as a basis to provide 
theoretical based suggestions in the Conclusions and Future Work Chapter 6. This 
section was intended to provide insights into: how existing XML-specific techniques 
could be further improved by adopting some of the data transformation techniques 
discussed later in this thesis; how some of the issues raised with existing XML-
specific compressors can be dealt with using these transforms; why the transforms 
could potentially be better from a theoretical point of view than existing XML 
techniques, and how some of the concepts from these techniques were adopted in 
the transforms and transform variations. 
A host of XML-specific compression techniques have been developed and 
many of them use general-purpose compressors in their back-end processors. 
Existing XML-specific techniques can be further categorised in terms of whether or 
not they utilise a schema, and whether or not they have the ability to query XML 
documents. 
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2.4.1 Schema-Independent and Non-Queriable Compressors 
 
XMill is a well-known XML compression technique that focuses on achieving 
good compressed output size costs. It uses a two phase approach to gather 
statistical information in the first phase and then applies compression in the second 
phase. The process involves separating the XML document structure from the 
content; the information contained in the structure is used to group similar items 
together into containers. These containers are then compressed separately. 
Depending on the data present in the containers, the appropriate semantic 
compressors are applied to compress the contents of the containers and these 
containers are then compressed again using GZip, thus essentially compressing 
the data twice. The arrangement of similar data items into the same container 
could provide better query processing as well as better compressed output size, if 
querying was permitted, as these containers would contain similar types of data 
and would allow for quicker access to the relevant data. Since order-preserving 
properties are also implied by the grouping method, this could also assist in the 
maintenance of data integrity on decompression [5], [9], [14], [46], [7], [45]. 
Other approaches are similar to XMill, in the sense that the XML structure of 
the document is separated from the content of an XML document. For example, 
XAdap groups data together based on their semantics and applies adaptive 
Huffman encoding. Whereby, Huffman assigns shorter codes to more frequent 
characters and longer codes to less frequent characters, the Adaptive Huffman 
algorithm includes information relating to the position of the node in the XML 
document and its weight [20]. Xcomp is another example of a technique that 
separates the structure of an XML document from its content, and groups and 
compresses similar items together according to their semantics. A record is kept on 
the original markup and data positions during the detachment of the structure part 
of the XML document and the contents are then assembled in order to compress 
similar data items together [20], [44]. 
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2.4.2 Schema-Aware and Non-Queriable Compressors 
 
Schemas are designed to ensure that XML documents adhere to the 
structural and content guidelines that have been specified in the schemas. 
Common examples of such schemas include Document Type Definition (DTD), 
XML Schema and Regular Language for XML Next Generation (Relax NG) [47]. 
These vary in terms of the level of information they can provide when associated 
with an XML document. Purely on a structural level, DTDs can support information 
relating to the XML elements and attributes in an XML document; however, 
although they have a provision whereby whitespaces can be removed, insufficient 
knowledge is provided on the text content of an XML document. The statistical 
information provided on the XML document structure is useful for data integrity 
purposes on decompression. Other schemas, such as XML Schema and Relax NG 
provide further details on the content of an XML document compared to a DTD in 
order to improve XML compression [19]. 
Millau facilitates compression by making use of information obtained from a 
DTD. Document structure is preserved and the transmission size is reduced. The 
streams generated during transmission transfer both the XML document structure 
and content separately. However, network and browser limitations could potentially 
impact processing costs [31], [88]. 
Schemas impose extra storage costs and techniques such as MPEG’s 
Binary Format for Metadata (BiM) address this issue. This technique uses an XML 
Schema to provide information to assist in the development of an efficient binary 
XML document. As high storage costs are caused by the verbosity of an XML 
document structure, schemas provide a way to eradicate this structural redundancy 
[71], [70], [76]. The authors in [28] proposed a binarised text-based schema in 
order to cater for the use of multiple schemas, reduce storage costs and allow for 
schema transmission via a network. The additional overhead incurred by the pre-
processing times of binary schemas could be inefficient. However, since there is 
sufficient information present in the schema, post-processing is not required. It is 
important, however, for integrity to be maintained on decompression should the 
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need occur to convert a binary schema back to its original form. However, in this 
scheme, access is only required to some areas of the schema, so only these areas 
are submitted to the decoder, thus reducing memory requirements [28]. 
BXSC is another compression technique developed for XML data streams 
that also uses the information contained in an XML Schema to aid its compression. 
The XML document structure is compressed using dynamic Huffman encoding, 
and other compression algorithms are used for the content of the document, 
depending on the types of data to be compressed. For example, incremental and 
dictionary based compression techniques are used for numerical and textual data, 
respectively [89]. 
 
2.4.3 Schema-Independent and Queriable Compressors 
 
Several XML compressors have been developed to handle XML queries. 
With non-queriable XML compressors data needs to be fully decompressed to 
allow for any querying to be conducted on an XML document. Whereas queriable 
compressors allow for querying on compressed documents with either no or partial 
decompression. Homomorphic compressors such as XGrind discussed later (refer 
to Section 2.4.4) are designed to maintain the original structure of an XML 
document, maintaining data integrity and enabling access to the document in the 
same way as the original XML document. However, the original XML document 
structure is different from the compressed document structure in non-homomorphic 
compressors which may possess issues relating to data integrity [66]. Although 
queriable techniques provide better query processing times, they sacrifice 
compressed output size costs in order to achieve this. Querying over compressed 
data can be conducted using pattern matching by searching for compressed 
patterns, or by partial decompression of the compressed document [72]. 
XPress is an example of a homomorphic queriable compressor using simple 
path expressions. It enables queries to be processed over full or partially 
compressed documents. However, the queries are based on top-down query 
evaluations that impose costs on query processing times and are inefficient. Full or 
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partial decompression is also required for some sets of XML queries. As with XMill 
and other similar techniques, the compression technique is based on two phases, 
to gather data statistics and apply compression. These two phase scans could 
impact processing time efficiency [7], [9], [50]. 
XQZip is another technique that deals with the verbosity of structural 
information in XML documents, enables compression and allows for querying using 
XPath [9], [11]. As with XMill and other techniques, it separates structural 
information from the content, arranges data into containers and further segregates 
these into blocks which are required for partial decompression for querying 
purposes. GZip compression is used, and faster query processing is achieved by 
keeping recently decompressed blocks in cache memory. Utilising cache memory 
for data stored in blocks is better than main memory storage. However, issues may 
arise surrounding decompressed blocks that may contain data that is deemed 
unrelated to the query being stored in cache [9], [72]. 
XQueC enables query processing over compressed XML data using 
XQuery. In this technique, XML documents are divided into three parts, which 
include a structural tree made up of the structure of an XML document, data 
containers and a summary of the XML document structure, which consists of all 
distinct paths of the XML document. With path expressions already hard-coded in 
the containers, efficient querying is possible by parsing the structural summary 
instead of the XML document structure itself, reducing memory and additional 
processing times. However, data containers are accessed in main memory leading 
to potential issues with storage and processing costs. Using cache memory may 
improve these issues [7], [9]. 
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2.4.4 Schema-Aware and Queriable Compressors 
 
XGrind is a queriable compressor, using simple path expressions that also 
uses a DTD. However, it does not remove XML document tags that can be derived 
from the DTD. It uses dictionary-based encoding for XML tags and Huffman 
compression for the data. With no separation of structure from its content, it 
possesses order-preserving properties and uses homomorphic encoding, thus 
keeping the XML document structure and content intact after compression. 
Relating to query processing, exact match queries over the compressed data 
require no decompression of the document. However, approximate or range 
queries may require some partial decompression [7], [50]. 
Other queriable schema-aware compressors include XCQ, for example, that 
retain structural information from an XML document in a DTD or other schema. 
However, a schema is not always attached to an XML document, and if they are 
available they need to ensure they conform to the DTD to be used efficiently. This 
technique separates the structure and content from an XML document, and then 
deducts the knowledge contained in the schema from the knowledge contained in 
the structure [11], [71], [70], [8], [52]. 
 
2.5 JSON 
 
JSON is another data exchange format that was designed as an alternative 
compact data interchange format to XML. As with XML, it is human readable and 
can easily be utilised by computers for parsing and generating purposes [56], [38], 
[39]. 
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2.5.1 Data Model 
 
Data in JSON format is held in name/value pairs with an ordered list of 
values. These are achieved with common data structures that are available to most 
programming languages. For example, the name/value pairs can be implemented 
in an object or hash table, and the ordered list of values can be implemented in an 
array or vector, amongst others. As can be seen in the example in Figure 2, 
name/value pairs are displayed within an object which is denoted by a set of left 
and right curly brackets {}. A colon is placed at the end of every name, and 
name/value pairs are separated by a comma. The square brackets, as with other 
programming languages, denote that they are holding arrays [38]. 
 
{ 
  "achievements": { 
    "_id": "1", 
    "name": { "first": "John", "last": "Backus" }, 
    "contribs": [ "Fortran", "ALGOL", "Backus-Naur Form", "FP" ], 
    "awards": [ 
       { 
          "award": "W.W. McDowell Award", 
          "year": "1967", 
          "by": "IEEE Computer Society" 
       }, 
       { "award": "Draper Prize", 
            "year": "1993", 
            "by": "National Academy of Engineering" 
       } 
    ] 
  } 
} 
Figure 2. Example of a JSON Document adapted from [39]. 
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The XML version of this JSON document example was shown in Figure 1. 
As can be seen from examples in Figures 1 and 2, whereas XML uses both 
opening and closing tags, JSON does not deploy end tags and is therefore less 
verbose in terms of its document structure in comparison to XML. Other differences 
include the array usage in JSON syntax where, for example in Figure 2, the 
‘contribs’ object holds an array of four contribution records and the ‘awards’ object 
holds an array of two awards. XML, on the other hand, as can be seen in Figure 1, 
defines these records in a much more verbose way by surrounding each record 
with opening and closing tags. Hence, JSON is much shorter and simpler to read 
and write compared to XML. 
 
2.5.2 XML vs JSON 
 
Both XML and JSON can be further compared with each other in terms of 
the properties highlighted below [38], [56], [40], [83]: 
■ Simplicity – XML has a far more verbose and sometimes complex syntax, 
particularly with its deeply nested structure. The syntax of JSON, in 
comparison, is much more straightforward. Both XML and JSON can be 
parsed and used by other programming languages. However, JSON has 
simpler direct mapping capabilities compared to XML that can easily be 
mapped onto data structures from other programming languages.  
■ Extensibility – XML was developed to be an extensible document markup 
language. However, JSON was not designed to be a document markup 
language and so the definition of new tags or attributes were not required in 
order to depict the data. 
■ Interoperability – Both XML and JSON have interoperable capabilities. This 
means that they can be used on a number of different platforms and their 
document structures can be interpreted with a variety of different parsers. 
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■ Openness – XML has an open standard that is freely available. However, 
JSON is perhaps more open than XML since it is not restricted by 
standardization conflicts. 
■ Human Readability – As mentioned previously, JSON is much simpler to 
read and write due to its much simpler grammar in comparison to XML. This 
applies to both humans and computers. 
■ Data Exchange – As mentioned previously, both XML and JSON can be 
used as data exchange formats to exchange data between applications.  
■ Data Structure – Whilst both XML and JSON data formats provide a 
structure to data, as mentioned previously the structure that XML provides is 
far more verbose than that of JSON. XML also separates data from the 
structure and XML data structures include elements, attributes, data values, 
entities and schemas, such as a DTD, and others; data mapping could 
become complex particularly with deeply nested elements. However, 
mapping is much simpler with JSON since its data structures consist of 
arrays and records. 
■ Data Processing – XML and JSON can both be processed easily. 
■ Programming – Data programming is simple when handling XML data as 
programmers are able to reuse a wide range of existing code. JSON 
notation is already built into JavaScript and Python programming languages, 
so no extra software is required. Other programming languages only require 
a small amount of JSON code. 
■ Data Views – As XML is a document markup language, it has display 
capabilities, whereas, JSON does not. 
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■ Self-Describing – The tags present in the document structure of both XML 
and JSON data describe the nature of the data within them (refer to Section 
1.1 for a further explanation of the self-describing property within XML data). 
■ Internationalisation – Both XML and JSON can use Unicode. 
■ Data Migration – Conversion between both data formats is straightforward. 
■ Object-Oriented – JSON can be mapped onto object-oriented systems much 
more easily since it is data-oriented, whereas, XML is document-oriented. 
■ Widely Used – XML is more widely used in industry, however, JSON is also 
being used as a more compact alternative, and simple conversions from 
XML to JSON also make it easier to utilise JSON. 
 
2.5.3 Other Data Formats 
 
Other data serialisation formats exist that are comparable to both XML and 
JSON, for example, YAML Ain’t Markup Language (YAML) and a binary-encoded 
format of JSON called BSON, to name a few. BSON was designed to be more 
compact than JSON, and MongoDB, a document-oriented database system, 
implemented this lightweight and fast data exchange format into its database 
system [87], [33], [39], [80]. 
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2.6 Molecular Structure Representations 
 
Over the years, the Chemoinformatics research domain has developed and 
implemented a number of different molecular structure representations of chemical 
structures. They are mainly used for the storage, representation, communication 
and identity checking of the chemical structures. 
 
2.6.1 Chemical Linear Representations 
 
In comparison to the two-dimensional or three-dimensional counterparts of 
the same chemical structures, the linear representations are more compact, much 
simpler to read and write and they can be easily inserted into software. They can 
also be canonical, whereby they can provide a unique representation of a molecule 
to allow for identity checking [57]. SMILES, as will further be discussed in the next 
section, is the most common of the linear representations. Its main benefit is that it 
is much simpler to read in comparison to other line notations, such as, International 
Chemical Identifier (InChI), which is designed to be machine-readable. A range of 
alternative linear representations include Wiswesser Line Notation (WLN), 
Representation of Organic Structures Description Arranged Linearly (ROSDAL), 
SYBYL Line Notation (SLN), Modular Chemical Descriptor Language (MCDL) and 
InChIKey [41], [57], [26], to name a few. Non-linear types of representations 
include MOL and SDF formats, designed for single and multiple molecules, 
respectively, which contain information relating to the coordinates and connections 
between atoms [41]. The linear notation, SMILES, uses approximately between 
50% and 70% less storage compared to the corresponding connection tables [23], 
[41], [57], [26], [67]. 
Real Toxicology data was being used in other contexts by researchers in the 
department working on other research projects. It was therefore suggested by M. 
Ridley that the semi-structured nature of this data would prove to be useful if it 
were to be used as a case study in this research [supervision meeting, 12 July 
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2012]. With the continuously expanding chemical databases and the popularity of 
chemical linear notations, such as SMILES, efficient storage and processing of 
such molecular structure representations are necessary. Whilst the other chemical 
notations mentioned could also have been used as a case study in this research, 
SMILES was selected due to its popularity amongst its users and also due to its 
interesting grammar. Further details of the rationale for selecting SMILES as a 
case study can be found in Section 3.3.1 [42], [82], [23], [67].  
 
2.6.2 SMILES 
 
Simplified Molecular Input Line Entry System (SMILES) is a linear chemical 
notation widely used by practitioners in the Chemoinformatics field to represent 
molecular structures. It was originally developed by Weininger in 1988 [82] and 
extended by Daylight Chemical Information Systems [23]. SMILES contains the 
same information from its equivalent connection table, but with a much simpler 
vocabulary in terms of atom and bond symbols and grammar rules (as described in 
Table 1) [82], [23], [67]. 
Table 1 provides a guide to the basic grammatical rules for SMILES 
notations along with some examples. ASCII characters are used to represent 
SMILES notations in linear format with no spaces permitted. Whilst molecular 
structures can have several different and valid SMILES representations, this 
means that SMILES strings are not unique since there can be more than one 
SMILES representation of a molecular structure. However, unique generation of 
SMILES is possible using canonicalisation [82], [23], [67]. 
As can be seen from Table 1, atoms are represented by atomic symbols. 
Atoms displayed as being enclosed within square brackets denote that non-organic 
atoms are present; other important information contained in the brackets include 
the number of Hydrogen atoms and atomic charges. However, the brackets are not 
required when representing organic atoms. Hydrogen atoms are understood to be 
present for these atoms even with the square brackets omitted. Atoms represented 
in uppercase characters are known as aliphatic atoms and atoms that are depicted 
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in lowercase characters are commonly known as aromatic atoms [82], [23], [67]. 
Adjoining atoms are assumed to be connected to each other by single 
bonds or aromatic bonds; these bonds can be excluded from the notation. Double 
or triple bonds, however, must be displayed. Nested or stacked branches are 
parenthesised. Representation of a cyclic structure or ring closure involves 
breaking a single bond inside a cyclic ring, and then the ring opening and closing 
are determined by the numbers included after the ring opening and ring closing 
symbols. The separation of disconnected structures are represented with a period 
[82], [23], [67]. 
 
Table 1. Generic SMILES Representation Rules and Examples [82], [23], [67]. 
 
Generic SMILES Rules Example Representations 
Non-Organic Atoms [S], [H+] 
Aliphatic Organic Atoms B, C, N, O, P, S, F, Cl, Br, I 
Aromatic Organic Atoms b, c, n, o, p, s 
Single Bonds C-C, CC 
Double Bonds C=C 
Triple Bonds C#N 
Aromatic Bonds c:c, cc 
Nested or Stacked Branches C=CC(CCC)C(C(C)C)CCC 
Ring Closures C1CCCCC1 
Disconnections [Na+].[0-]c1ccccc1 
 
2.7 Data Transforms 
 
Data transformation techniques have similar goals to the XML-specific 
compression techniques discussed previously. They are able to improve 
compression by applying them to the data prior to compression. However, the 
transformation phase prior to compression in XML-specific techniques are 
generally focused on the structure of XML documents. In order to achieve the 
required compression, data transformation techniques consist of additional pre-
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processing and post-processing steps, which can lead to an increase in both 
compressed output size and processing times. However, it is possible to achieve 
the desired compression results with the use of both data modelling and general-
purpose compression techniques [69], [16], [68] [67]. A number of existing data 
transformation techniques have been described in [60], [64], [68]. The following 
sections discuss existing data transformation techniques. 
 
2.7.1 Burrow-Wheeler Transform 
 
The Burrows-Wheeler Transform (BWT) uses a Block Sorting algorithm, and 
a combination of Move-To-Front (MTF) and Huffman or arithmetic encoding. The 
process involves the dividing of the input text into blocks of identical lengths, using 
the Block Sorting algorithm to rearrange these blocks, creating clusters of similar 
symbols and then applying encoding techniques such as MTF alongside Huffman 
or arithmetic encoding. As the Block Sorting algorithm performs cyclic shifts among 
the original string and sorting operations among the resulting strings, this is 
considered to be the most time consuming phase in the process as the output is 
ordered lexicographically [60]. 
 
2.7.2 Star Transform Schemes and LIPT 
 
In the Star Transform encoding scheme [64], a large fixed dictionary, 
created from the input text file, consists of the most frequently used words 
anticipated from the text file and their star encoded equivalents. The star encoding 
scheme substitutes letters using the star ‘*’ character, with the most frequently 
used words containing the greater number of star ‘*’ characters, and a smaller 
number of star ‘*’ characters assigned to the less frequent words [64]. This 
encoding scheme also utilises the capital conversion method, that will be 
discussed later, whereby tokens are used to signify whether the word starts with a 
capital letter and is then followed by a sequence of lowercase letters, or whether 
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the word consists purely of capital letters. The tokens used in this capital 
conversion method include a collision handling mechanism. Compression is 
improved since the star ‘*’ character is predominantly the main character in this 
transformation [68]. 
Whilst the Star Transform encoding scheme focused on the frequency of 
words, Length Index Preserving Transform (LIPT) made use of both the frequency 
of words and the word lengths. LIPT was one of the transforms developed to 
improve on the Star Transform encoding scheme. In this transformation technique, 
the encoding consists of a single star ‘*’ character preceding each codeword, which 
also signifies the start of the codeword. This is followed by the word length and the 
index. In comparison to the Star Transform encoding scheme, LIPT uses shorter 
codewords for frequently used words and the codewords are generally created 
smaller in length compared to the original words. Lexicographical word sorting in 
the dictionary, and binary search operations performed in the encoding and 
decoding stages of LIPT, improved processing speeds, as did the introduction of 
random access to words in the decoding phase, compared to the Star Transform 
encoding scheme where word searches in the encoding and decoding stages were 
inefficient [68], [60]. 
The Star New Transform (StarNT) is based on the LIPT transform. However, 
whereas LIPT includes the original word length into the codewords, StarNT omits 
the word length, and where the star ‘*’ character preceding the word length in LIPT 
signifies the start of the codeword, the star ‘*’ character in StarNT simply indicates 
that the word could not be found in the dictionary. Hence, since the star ‘*’ 
character is being used in a different context in the StarNT transform compared to 
the LIPT transform, less of these characters are used compared to LIPT, thus 
increasing compression effectiveness. Essentially, this means that StarNT only 
consists of a dictionary index [68]. 
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2.7.3 Capital Conversion 
 
The capital conversion technique is a simple data transformation technique 
designed to substitute capital letters at the start of the word with their equivalent 
lowercase letters, using a flag to signify the change. Using another flag can be 
beneficial to convert words to lowercase that consist purely of all uppercase letters. 
However, these are limited to substitutions of words that consist of the first letter 
capitalised, or cases where the whole words are capitalised; situations in which 
words contain capital letters in positions other than those mentioned have not been 
considered. For example, some of the compression algorithms that will be 
discussed in the next chapter, namely, ‘7Zip’, ‘BZip2’, ‘GZip’ and ‘PPMd’ consist of 
a capital letter that occurs after the first character for 7Zip, two consecutive capital 
letters at the beginning of the words for BZip2 and GZip and three consecutive 
capital letters at the beginning of the word for PPMd. Whilst it does have its 
limitations, the former technique is justified with its prediction capabilities, whereby 
the word starting with a capital letter is assumed to be at the beginning of the 
sentence, thereby allowing for flag prediction with the assumption that this is the 
first non-whitespace character following a terminal punctuation mark, such as a 
period, question mark or an exclamation mark. Whilst the first capitalised letter of a 
sentence is easy to predict based on these assumptions, the second lowercase 
letter is difficult to predict, which means the general-purpose data compressor 
names mentioned above would be harder to predict completely as they violate 
some of these assumptions with some capital letters occurring elsewhere in the 
sequence of characters. However, the predictions described do increase 
contextual dependencies and word similarities [68]. 
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2.7.4 Space Stuffing and End-of-Line Encoding 
 
Space stuffing is a technique that uses the knowledge that lines within a text 
document end with Linefeed (LF), Carriage Return (CR) or CRLF End-of-Line 
(EOL) symbols instead of spaces. These symbols are normally followed by a word 
starting on the next line. However, as words normally follow on from spaces in a 
text document, word forecasting is not always possible, particularly if a word 
follows on from both space and EOL symbols. The notion of space stuffing is to 
include spaces at the start of every line in the document, following on from EOL 
symbols as opposed to preceding them, thus, improving the prediction of words 
[68]. 
The reasons for developing the End-of-Line (EOL) encoding technique are 
similar to those mentioned in the space stuffing transformation technique, mainly 
due to the inability to predict words. As with space stuffing, EOL encoding also 
substitutes EOL symbols with spaces. However, this technique also encodes 
details that allow for the reverse operation separately [68]. 
 
2.7.5 Punctuation Marks Modelling 
 
Punctuations marks modelling was developed from the notion that 
punctuation marks follow on directly from words, and do not follow on from spaces 
in text documents. Thus, indicating that character prediction is more difficult with 
this notion, and that this can simply be solved by the addition of a space symbol 
preceding a punctuation mark in order to allow for better prediction of characters. 
Also, situations whereby spaces are already present before a punctuation mark 
prior to transformation, have their spaces removed. This technique is very similar 
to the space stuffing idea [68]. 
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2.7.6 Alphabet Reordering 
 
An alphabet reordering technique was proposed by Chapin and Tate [18] as 
an improvement to the BWT transform mentioned earlier. Several alphabet 
reordered combinations were examined, and the combinations that started with 
vowels followed by similar consonants and punctuation marks, such as 
‘aeioubcdfghjklmnpqrstvwxyz’ or another reordering example based on uppercase 
letters, ‘AEIOUBCDGFHRLSMNPQJKTWVXYZ’, a similar reordering was 
developed for lowercase letters; provided a further improvement to compression 
[64], [68]. However, these reorderings are best on textual files that contain a lot of 
alphabetical characters, compared to alphanumeric and numeric characters, 
although the reordering could be extended to incorporate these. Abel and Teahan 
[2] had improved on this further by including numeric characters and punctuation 
symbols in their reordering technique. Their alphabet order for capital letters, which 
was also similar to lowercase letters, was ‘SNLMGQZBPCFMRHAOUIYXVDKTJE’. 
Notice in this case, the location of the vowels has mainly moved towards the centre 
and the ‘E’ character is placed at the end in this reordering [68], [2], [18]. 
 
2.7.7 Character and Word N-Gram Transforms 
 
A character n-gram (also known as a q-gram) consists of a string of n 
consecutive characters. However, an n-gram can also be used to refer to a string 
of non-adjoining characters, such as, the first and fourth characters in a string; the 
term n-gram used in this thesis will refer to adjoining characters. Examples of two, 
three and four character n-grams based on the word ‘transform’ are as follows: 
 
■ Character Bi-gram (or Di-gram): tr, ra, an, ns, sf, fo, or, rm 
■ Character Tri-gram   tra, ran, ans, nsf, sfo, for, orm 
■ Character Quad-gram  tran, rans, ansf, nsfo, sfor, form 
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The same concept is used for word n-grams, except that they refer to 
contiguous words, that are identified by the fact that they are separated by space 
symbols, instead of characters. Examples of two, three and four word n-grams 
based on the sentence ‘this is a data transform’ are as follows: 
 
■ Word Bi-gram: this is, is a, a data, data transform 
■ Word Tri-gram this is a, is a data, a data transform 
■ Word Quad-gram this is a data, is a data transform 
 
In this technique, frequently used character and word n-grams are gathered 
and placed into a dictionary whereby substitutions can be executed during the 
transform. Fixed dictionaries can be used if the n-gram information is already 
known, whereas semi-static dictionaries require an additional pass of the text 
document in order to collect n-gram frequencies. N-grams, particularly bi-grams, 
improve compression as they reduce the size of the document. Evidently, word n-
gram transformations will provide greater file size reductions compared to 
character n-gram substitutions [17], [61], [68]. 
 
2.7.8 Word-Based Data Transforms 
 
Word-based data transformation techniques simply substitute words with 
shorter codewords and can provide far better compression results compared to 
other text based pre-processing methods. As mentioned previously, using a fixed 
dictionary with the words from the text file already inserted into the dictionary, is 
faster to process compared to that of a semi-static dictionary, which requires an 
additional scan of the text file in order to collect the word frequencies and build the 
dictionary. Using a fixed dictionary also avoids the issue of having to transmit the 
dictionary together with the output data [68]. 
Semi-static dictionaries have been used in the semi-static word replacement 
approach, proposed by Abel and Teahan [2]. In their technique, common words are 
substituted by unused characters which also form the dictionary indexes. However, 
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they do not consider the substitution of words with existing characters. The process 
involved making decisions on which unused tokens were available, which unused 
tokens were reserved for frequent tri-grams and bi-grams, and which of the 
remainder unused tokens could be used for word substitution. At the same time, 
word frequencies were computed on word lengths that consisted of two or more 
words. The next step involves computing which words occur in the input text with a 
frequency of at least 25%, computing their weights based on the word frequencies 
and word lengths, and then sorting these words in descending order, with the 
highest weighted words being assigned the available unused tokens, as long as 
they have a weight of at least 16. The final stage involves the actual substitution of 
the words with the unused tokens. The semi-static dictionary approach enables the 
dictionary to be reconstructed by substituting a word that has occurred for the first 
time with an unused token, followed by the actual word, and then later when the 
word reoccurs, it is simply substituted by the token in the dictionary [68]. 
The Word Replacing Transform (WRT) was developed by Skibiński to 
transform text based on the dictionary-based and word transforms previously 
mentioned. This technique incorporated a number of related data transforms into 
its method, namely, capital conversion, sorting according to word frequency, 
character n-gram (or q-gram) replacement, and End-of-Line (EOL) symbol to space 
replacements. It also consists of data protection, such as data filtering, and utilises 
the space stuffing technique amongst words. The authors extended this technique, 
WRT, to Two-Level Word Replacing Transform (TWRT). This extension permitted 
data-specific dictionaries to be used in the substitution process. For example, the 
inclusion of a dictionary possessing words specific to a Java programming 
language has the potential of enhancing compression [69], [34], [68], [67], [64]. 
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2.7.9 XML-Specific Data Transforms 
 
A data transformation technique that was specifically developed for XML 
data, known as the XML Word Replacing Transform (XWRT), was developed to 
provide efficient compressed output size and processing of compressed XML data. 
As with other techniques mentioned, this was also a dictionary-based technique, 
with frequently used words being substituted by their corresponding references in 
the dictionary. As it uses a semi-dynamic dictionary approach, the dictionary can 
be reconstructed with new words accordingly. It also handles frequently used 
alphanumeric phrases. It is also possible in this technique to omit spaces before 
the encoding phase and then restore these spaces during the decoding phase. 
However, data integrity could be an issue here on decompression with spaces 
being removed and then re-inserted. XWRT is a lossless technique that makes use 
of cyclic redundancy check and hash functions in order to keep the integrity of a 
document in check. The authors achieved faster decompression with this 
technique and it was designed to be a fully reversible data transformation 
technique [71], [70], [72]. 
QXT is another fully reversible data transformation technique developed 
specifically for XML data. As with XWRT and other semi-dynamic dictionary 
approaches, it substitutes frequently used words in an XML document with its 
corresponding indices and encodes these indices. As with some of the XML-
specific compression techniques mentioned previously, it also arranges data with 
similar structural contexts together and adds these to separate containers. It is also 
a queriable technique that permits querying over compressed data with only partial 
decompression necessary, without having a severe impact on compression ratios. 
However, as it uses a semi-dynamic dictionary approach, as mentioned in previous 
techniques, it involves two pass scans. The first pass involves statistical gathering 
of the word frequencies and dictionary creation; in order to allow for faster 
decompression the dictionary is transmitted alongside the compressed file. The 
actual data transformation is the main process in the second pass, including data 
parsing and encoding, and the arrangement of similar data according to their 
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structural contexts into their designated containers. Whilst the two pass scans are 
necessary in order to ascertain the frequencies of words for statistical gathering 
purposes, this could impact processing time and efficiency [72]. 
 
2.8 Chapter Summary 
 
This chapter provided a literature review on data exchange formats, data 
compression techniques, domain-specific SMILES data and data transformation 
techniques. The following points can be concluded from this chapter: 
 
■ Whilst being a common data exchange format, XML documents possess a 
verbose document structure that negatively impacts data storage and 
processing times. The problematic redundancy of XML data resulted in the 
development of other data exchange formats designed to be compact 
alternatives to XML, such JSON. 
 
■ General-purpose compression techniques have been used but were not 
considered suitable for XML documents as they treated XML documents as 
a text file. This resulted in XML-specific compression techniques being 
developed, tailored specifically for XML data. 
 
■ Data transformation techniques have also been developed to provide 
efficient compression over data when used alongside general-purpose 
compressors. 
 
■ Efficient data storage and processing has also been identified as necessary 
for molecular structure representations, such as SMILES data. 
 
The next chapter discusses how this study will be conducted. 
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Chapter 3 
 
Methodology 
 
3.1 Introduction 
 
The previous chapter provided a literature review of key areas relevant to 
this research. In particular, it discussed the issues relating to XML data, general-
purpose and XML-specific data compression techniques used to deal with XML 
data, alternative data exchange formats, such as JSON, domain-specific data, 
such as SMILES, and data transformation techniques that have been developed to 
also provide compression of data. The issues highlighted in the previous chapter 
formed the basis of the research design described in this chapter. 
This chapter aims to draw on the conclusions from the previous chapter to 
discuss the methods to be used to answer the research questions stated in Section 
1.4. The key components of this chapter include the following: 
 
■ Selection criteria and rationale for datasets, data transforms, data transform 
variations and compression algorithms used. 
■ Data transform properties that the selected transforms are expected to hold 
and the techniques used in the selected transform phases, including the 
preliminary phases. 
■ Data transform grammar applied during the transform phases and a brief 
description of the collision handling mechanism used. 
■ System architecture and implementation, including a full description of the 
data transform and compression process. 
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■ Experimental assessment of the testing environment, compression metrics 
and benchmarks used. 
■ Results analysis tools and procedure. 
 
Finally, a summary concludes this chapter. 
 
3.2 Main Research Study 
 
3.2.1 XML and JSON 
 
Research Study Observations 
The conclusions derived from the literature review conducted in the previous 
chapter highlighted the need to further investigate data compression for common 
data exchange formats, particularly XML and JSON. This was based on the 
following observations identified from the literature review: 
 
■ XML is a widely used data exchange format that has been used in industry 
for many years. Whilst the composition of an XML document provides users 
with sufficient information in order to process such documents effectively, its 
verbose structure leads to issues relating to data storage and processing 
times. 
 
■ The verbosity of XML data also resulted in the need to develop alternative 
and more compact data exchange formats, such as JSON; which is quickly 
being recognised in industry and is in direct competition with XML. 
 
■ In an attempt to resolve the storage and processing issues cause by the 
verbose XML structure, researchers and developers used widely available 
general-purpose compression techniques. These compressors did provide 
some relief for both compressed output size and processing costs. 
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However, they were designed for text files and therefore treated an XML 
document as a text file during compression. 
 
■ As an XML document is not considered a general text file, the use of 
general-purpose compressors over XML data was not considered suitable 
for this data format. This reasoning led to the development of a variety of 
XML-specific compression techniques, that made good use of the 
information contained in the structure of an XML document structure in order 
to provide adequate compression, and also utilised existing general-purpose 
compression algorithms in their back-end processors. However, the 
following issues were identified with these compressors: 
 
– With the exception of XMill and a few others, many of these XML-
specific compressors are not widely available. 
– Whilst many had been tested on industry-wide XML datasets, the 
tests could be extended to include datasets from other disciplines. 
– They are not flexible towards other data formats, so they can only be 
applied to XML data. 
 
■ A number of data transformation techniques have been developed in the 
past that can be used with general-purpose compressors to efficiently 
compress data by applying general-purpose compression techniques over 
the transformed data. These transform techniques can be easily developed 
and tailored towards the data being compressed. However, the following 
issues were identified with these transforms: 
 
– Some of these data transforms had not been tailored or applied to 
XML or JSON documents; with the exception of XWRT that had been 
tailored to XML data and could also be used with any type of data 
according to the author [71], [70], [72]. However, they had not 
considered data transform variations that have been mentioned 
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below (refer to Section 3.2.4). 
– Whilst some areas reviewed in the literature did reveal research 
conducted in data transform variations (refer to Section 2.7), a 
comprehensive experimental review of using unused and existing 
characters, alphabetic, alphanumeric and numeric characters, and 
uppercase and lowercase characters had not been considered. 
 
XML and JSON Main Research Study 
In order to provide efficient compression of the XML data exchange format, 
one needed a solution that resolved the issues raised with existing XML-specific 
compression and data transformation techniques, as mentioned above. The 
suggested solutions to these key observations, which have been highlighted below, 
formed the basis of the main research study carried out in this thesis in order to 
answer the research questions highlighted in Section 1.4: 
 
■ To use general-purpose data transforms that can easily be developed and 
implemented by developers, and be flexible for transferability so that they 
can be applied to other data formats, for example, XML and JSON data 
formats. 
 
■ To investigate data transform variations that can be used alongside these 
data transforms. 
 
■ To use widely available general-purpose compression algorithms over the 
transformed data. 
 
■ To carry out experiments on datasets that are considered to be industry-
wide, deemed more useful in a practical sense. 
 
■ On a practical level, to analyse all observed results from an industry 
perspective in order to allow developers to make more informed decisions 
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on the best data transform, data transform variation and data compression 
algorithm to use on the required type of data, based on their requirements, 
including: better compressed output size costs; better processing times, and 
a balance of both compressed output size and processing costs to provide 
information relating to computing resource requirements for their selections. 
 
■ On a theoretical level, to discuss ways of integrating these data transforms, 
in some form or other, into existing XML-specific compression techniques in 
order to further improve them. 
 
3.2.2 Data Collection 
 
The criteria for the selection of datasets that would be useful in the XML 
main study were set as follows: 
 
■ To represent industry-wide usage. 
■ To be easily convertible to XML if they were not already in this format. 
 
As well as using many of the well-known industry-wide XML datasets, 
commonly used in XML compression research, the XML data corpus which are 
comprised of the XML datasets used in this study was further extended to include 
data from the Toxicology discipline. Whilst data from other areas could also have 
been considered, Toxicology data was of interest due to its semi-structured nature 
and variety of different types of data held within the datasets. However, many of 
these datasets needed converting to XML. Whilst there are many tools to facilitate 
the conversion of datasets to XML, the simplicity and availability of Microsoft Excel 
was sufficient enough for this purpose. The same datasets were converted to 
JSON using Oxygen XML Editor [58] to be used for the JSON set of the 
experiments. Where the XML files were too large to be converted to JSON, these 
files were split using FileSplitter [30], converted to JSON and then manually 
merged together. Descriptions of the datasets used in these experiments can be 
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found in Table 2 below, and XML and JSON dataset sizes and characteristics can 
be found in Appendices A and B, respectively. 
 
Table 2. Dataset Descriptions 
 
 
Data Group Description 
Auction [86] Auction data 
Courses [36] Collection of university courses 
DBLP_SIGMOD [86] ACM SIGMOD record articles 
DSSTox [24] Toxicology data 
EXI [25] Collection of data from the EXI interoperability framework 
ExpoCast [27] Toxicology data 
NASA [86] Astronomical data 
PSD_SwissProt [86] Protein sequence database 
QSAR [59] Toxicology data 
RDF [63] RDF data 
RNA [65] Collections from the noncoding RNA database 
Shakespeare [37] Shakespeare plays 
ToxCast [77] Toxicology data 
TPC-H [86] TPC-H relational database benchmark 
Treebank [86] Partially encrypted annotated text for linguistic structure 
Wikimedia [84] Collection of Wikimedia wikis 
XBench_XMark [85] Data-centric and text-centric datasets 
 
3.2.3 Data Transforms 
 
The selection of the data transform techniques to be used in this study was 
based on the following criteria: 
 
■ To be suitable for data consisting of both structure and content. 
■ To allow for flexibility and adaptability to any data format. 
 
Tag Conversions 
Whilst XML-specific compression techniques were not used in this study, 
with the exception of XMill, for reasons that will be discussed later (refer to Section 
3.2.11), the tag data transform idea that was generated by some of these 
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techniques relating specifically to the XML document structure, was used in this 
study. This was a simple idea to just transform the verbose XML document 
structure into a less verbose structure, by substituting tag names with shorter 
codewords. It also maintained homomorphism, which was explained earlier; this 
essentially keeps the document as an XML document. As homomorphism 
maintains the XML document structure, this has many benefits, including enabling 
querying over the transformed XML document with XML-specific query languages, 
such as XPath and XQuery. Also, data integrity is maintained on decompression 
since the XML document structure and data remain together, unlike some of the 
other XML-specific compressors that separate data structure from content in their 
techniques, such as XMill [5], [9], [14], [46], [7], [45]. Whilst the separation of 
structure and data does have compression benefits, and they do also group similar 
data together in containers, ensuring that data integrity is maintained on 
decompression would be important here to ensure that the document is 
reproduced accurately back to its original form. The same tag conversion 
technique was applied to the JSON datasets for consistency and comparative 
purposes. 
 
Capital Conversions 
The capital conversion techniques [68] allow for word similarities to emerge, 
and involve the substitution of uppercase characters with their corresponding 
lowercase counterparts. Whilst this data transform provides more benefits over 
data that contain more alphabetical characters than alphanumeric or numeric 
characters, with the verbose structure of XML documents, where the content of an 
XML document may not benefit from this transform, the tag names in the XML 
document structure would potentially still benefit from using this data transform. 
Therefore, this was considered a suitable transform for this study. Also, the same 
capital conversion technique was applied to the JSON datasets. 
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Character N-Gram Substitution 
Character n-gram substitution [68] was included in this study. The technique 
essentially substituted frequently used substrings of n consecutive characters. The 
n-gram selections included those from the XML and JSON document structure and 
content. Also, unlike capital conversion, n-gram substitutions are not limited to the 
type of data, for example, alphabetic, alphanumeric or numeric. They can be 
computed for all characters in the dataset. 
 
Word N-Gram Substitution 
Similarly, word n-gram substitution [68] was also included in this study. This 
technique involved the substitution of frequently used substrings of n consecutive 
words. As with character n-grams, word n-grams also included those from the XML 
and JSON document structure and content, and can be computed for all words in 
the datasets. The benefits of word n-grams can be visible in terms of compressed 
output size. 
In order to assist this particular data transform, the techniques relating to 
space stuffing and EOL encoding [68] were used in conjunction with word n-grams. 
To facilitate word prediction in word n-gram collection, preliminary data transforms 
were applied over the XML and JSON datasets. These included converting EOL 
symbols to spaces and also adding spaces after tags, since both word prediction 
and n-gram word collection rely on words being surrounded by spaces, otherwise 
they are treated as one word which would result in inaccurate n-gram collections.  
Punctuation marks modelling [68] was initially considered for this study but 
not used due to the excessive run times of the other data transforms used in this 
study. Since this technique uses the same principles as the space stuffing 
technique – it improves word prediction by including a space before a punctuation 
mark – it could be used in the future to further improve this study. Particularly, in 
terms of word n-gram collection, the inclusion of this data transform would add 
further insights into the results from the word n-gram data transform, which will be 
discussed later. 
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3.2.4 Data Transform Variations 
 
In addition to the data transform criteria set in the previous section, the 
selection of the data transform variation techniques to be used in this study was 
based on the following criteria: 
 
■ To provide variations that can be applied to the chosen data transforms. 
■ To provide varied combinations that can be used in conjunction with other 
transform variations. 
 
Existing and Unused Variation 
The Star Transform encoding scheme was described in the literature review 
by [64] and [68]. This particular transform was not used in the main study 
undertaken in this thesis, due the concerns relating to the expected increase in 
transformed file sizes with this encoding scheme, particularly with larger files. 
However, the concept of reusing existing characters that was used in this study, 
was taken from this method. As previously mentioned, the star encoding scheme 
converts frequently used words with greater numbers of the star ‘*’ character, thus, 
essentially filling up the data with this single reused character. Whilst the size of 
the transformed data expands, improvements in compression can be achieved with 
this technique. In this study, reused characters were based on the most frequent 
characters generally across XML datasets. Unused characters in these data 
transform variations were based on unused characters across all XML datasets. 
The same technique was applied to the JSON datasets. 
 
Alphabetical, Alphanumeric and Numeric Variation 
A data transform variation that included a wide set of characters, such as 
alphabetic, alphanumeric and numeric characters was required to provide further 
comparisons. The alphabet reordering techniques developed by Chapin and Tate 
[18] and Abel and Teahan [2] were the influence for the alphanumeric part of this 
data transform variation. The authors described how the rearrangement of the 
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vowels first, then followed by the consonants, provided an improvement in data 
compression [18], [2], [64] and [68]. 
 
Uppercase and Lowercase Variation 
The concepts of the capital conversion technique [68] in terms of converting 
uppercase to lowercase letters was used in this transform variation. However, as 
well as using lowercase and uppercase substitutions, a combination of both were 
also used. 
 
3.2.5 General-Purpose Data Compressors 
 
The selection of the general-purpose data compression techniques to be 
used in this study was based on the following criteria: 
 
■ To be easily available. 
■ To be widely-known to industry. 
■ To represent varied compression techniques. 
 
The general-purpose compression techniques, shown in Table 3 were 
applied to all transformed data in this study. Some of these techniques have been 
used as compression algorithms in back-end processors of XML-Specific 
compressors, such as XMill [5], [9], [14], [46], [7], [45]. Many of these general-
purpose compressors have also been used in previous XML compression research 
in order to provide comparisons with XML-Specific techniques developed [66]. As 
can be seen from the selection: 7Zip uses a combination of the Lempel-Ziv, 
Huffman, PPM and BWT techniques described in Sections 2.3.2 and 2.7.1 
respectively; BZip2 uses both BWT and Huffman encoding also described in both 
sections; GZip is based on both Lempel-Ziv and Huffman encoding which were 
discussed in Section 2.3.2; and PPMd, PPMVC and ZPAQ are all based on the 
PPM technique mentioned in Section 2.3.2. 
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Table 3. General-Purpose Compressors adapted from [67] 
 
Compressors Compression Algorithms/Techniques 
7Zip [62], [1] Back-End: LZMA (Default), LZMA2, PPMd, BZip2, 
DEFLATE 
BZip2 [62], [15] Uses BWT and Huffman 
GZip [62], [75] Based on DEFLATE (LZ77 and Huffman) 
PPMd [68], [21] Based on Prediction by Partial Matching (PPM), 
Adaptive Statistical Technique using Context 
Modelling and Prediction 
PPMVC [68], [34] Based on PPM with Variable-Length Contexts 
ZPAQ [90] Back-End: LZ77 (Default) 
3.2.6 Data Transform Properties 
 
Whilst different data transforms have been used and this study is to carry 
out a comparative analysis of them all, the following properties are expected to be 
held by the data transforms developed in the main study; these properties were 
also used in the case study published in [67]: 
 
■ Reduced Compressed Output Size – Compressed output size is expected to 
be reduced when general-purpose compression techniques have been 
applied to the transformed data. 
■ Reduced Processing Times – The time taken to compress and decompress 
the transformed files with general-purpose compressors are expected to be 
reduced. 
■ Collision Handling – Collision handling is necessary to enable data to be 
fully reversible on decompression, thus preserving data integrity. This is 
particularly important with the existing character data transform variations 
used in this study. 
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3.2.7 Data Transform Preliminary Phases 
 
The following was carried out prior to applying data transforms and 
transform variations over both XML and JSON datasets: 
 
■ Character Encoding – After XML datasets had been obtained from their 
sources, and those that required converting to XML were converted (in order 
to ensure all datasets contained the same character encoding) they were all 
converted to UTF-8 without BOM character encoding using Notepad++ [55]. 
The recommendations for not using BOM was based on [79]. The same 
character encoding was applied to the JSON datasets after the conversion 
from XML to JSON data. 
 
■ Distinct XML Tags – In order to determine tag tokens to be replaced in the 
tag data transform, the XML documents were queried with XQuery to obtain 
the distinct tag names. The same distinct tag names were used in the tag 
data transform for the JSON datasets. 
 
■ Character N-Gram Collection – To determine token replacement prefixes to 
be used in some of the data transform variations, and also to establish the 
character n-grams to replace, the following steps were carried out using the 
n-gram collection tool, Text2Ngram [54], on all XML and JSON datasets: 
 
– One character n-grams were collected and sorted according to their 
frequencies in order to determine the most frequently used non-
alphabetic and non-numeric UTF-8 characters that could be used as 
prefixes for the existing data transform variations in the capital 
conversion, character and word n-gram data transforms. It was also 
used as a guide to analyse which characters were not used, and this 
information was needed to establish unused prefixes that could be 
used in the data transform variations for these transforms. 
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– Two to ten character n-grams were collected and sorted according to 
their frequencies to determine the most frequent character n-grams 
that required token replacements in the character n-gram data 
transform. The top 26 most frequent character n-grams were selected 
as the character n-gram tokens that needed replacing. The number 
26 was purely based on the number of letters in the alphabet as 
alphabetical characters were being used in the data transformation 
variations. A small case study was carried out on five XML files of 
varying sizes from 1 KB to 58819 KB to ascertain if the number of 
most frequent character n-grams used affected data compression. 
The study tested 10 to 50 most frequent characters using the two 
character n-gram data transform with the Existing_Number transform 
variation. The study found that compression ratios were slightly better 
when the number of frequent characters to substitute were higher. 
The decision to substitute the top 26 most frequent characters, which 
is mid-range, seemed appropriate for this study. Future work will 
involve using other numbers of frequent characters to substitute and 
this number could also be varied for different types of data. 
 
■ Word N-Gram Collection – To determine the word n-grams to replace, the 
following steps were carried out on all XML and JSON datasets: 
 
– As mentioned earlier, in order to better facilitate and provide more 
accurate word n-gram collections, EOL characters were converted to 
spaces using Notepad++, and spaces were also added after the XML 
structure tags on all datasets. 
– Text2Ngram was used to collect information relating to one to five 
word n-grams to determine the most frequent word n-grams that 
needed token replacements in the word n-gram data transform. As 
with character n-grams for consistency purposes the top 26 most 
frequent word n-grams were selected as the word n-gram tokens that 
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needed replacing. 
 
3.2.8 Data Transform Phases 
 
The following shows the techniques used in the different transform phases: 
 
■ Tag Conversions – Distinct element tag names were replaced with 
alphabetic, alphanumeric, lowercase and uppercase characters. The 
replacement characters used were enclosed within the original start and end 
tags. 
 
■ Capital Conversions – Uppercase characters were replaced with their 
lowercase equivalent characters, which were also preceded with either an 
existing or unused character to mark the location of the uppercase 
characters. This technique enabled the conversion of all uppercase 
characters in the document; it was not just limited to words that started at 
the beginning of the sentence or words that contained just capital letters as 
was the case in previous studies. The number of prefixes preceding letters 
in words that contained just capital letters could have been reduced by 
preceding these kinds of words with a separate prefix at the start of the 
word. However, this was not included in this study as it would require an 
extra pass over the data to determine these sets of words. Whilst an extra 
pass was not considered necessary for this data transform, an investigation 
into how these sets of words can further improve data compression can be 
another area for future work [68]. 
 
■ Character N-Gram Transformations – Frequent tokens from two to ten 
characters in length were replaced with a variation of alphabetic, 
alphanumeric, numeric, lowercase and uppercase characters, which were 
also preceded by prefixes that used either existing or unused characters. 
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■ Word N-Gram Transformations – Frequent tokens from one to five words in 
length were replaced with a variation of alphabetic, alphanumeric, numeric, 
lowercase and uppercase characters, which were also preceded by prefixes 
that used either existing or unused characters. 
 
3.2.9 Data Transform Grammar 
 
Table 4 illustrates the grammar applied to both the XML and JSON datasets 
during the data transform phases. Further descriptions of the data transform 
variations can be found in Section 5.3. The following are examples of XML and 
JSON data and their equivalent transform representations to illustrate the 
transform scenarios further: 
 
XML 
■ Tags 
– Untransformed: <Tag1> This is a test </Tag1> 
– Lowercase: <a> This is a test </a>; <aa> This is a test </aa> 
– LowerNumbers: <a1> This is a test </a1>; <a2> This is a test </a2> 
– LowerUpper: <a> This is a test </a>; <aA> This is a test </aA> 
– Uppercase: <A> This is a test </A>; <AA> This is a test </AA> 
– UpperLower: <A> This is a test </A>; <Aa> This is a test </Aa> 
– UpperNumbers: <A1> This is a test </A1>; <A2> This is a test </A2> 
■ Caps 
– Untransformed: <Tag1> This is a test </Tag1> 
– UnusedPrefixes: <|tag1> |this is a test </|tag1> 
– ReusedPrefixes: <//tag1> //this is a test <///tag1> 
■ Two-Char N-Gram 
– Untransformed: <Tag1> This is a test </Tag1> 
– Existing_Lowercase: <<m<<a<<d <<l<<c <<c a <<j<<g <<<h<<a<<d  
– Existing_Lowernumber: <e3<a1<a4 <e2<a3 <a3 a <a0<a7 
<<a8<a1<a4 
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– Existing_Caps: <<M<<A<<D <<L<<C <<C a <<J<<G <<<H<<A<<D  
– Existing_Uppernumber: <E3<A1<A4 <E2<A3 <A3 a <A0<A7 
<<A8<A1<A4  
– Existing_Numbers: <13<1<4 <12<3 <3 a <10<7 <<8<1<4 
– Existing_Unused: <£<ƒ<Œ <¢<Š <Š a <Ÿ<š <<œ<ƒ<Œ 
– Unused: £ƒŒ ¢Š Š a Ÿš <œƒŒ  
■ Two-Word N-Gram 
– Untransformed: <Tag1> This is a test </Tag1> 
– Existing_Lowercase: <Tag1> <<b <<a </Tag1>  
– Existing_Lowernumber: <Tag1> <a2 <a1 </Tag1>  
– Existing_Caps: <Tag1> <<B <<A </Tag1>   
– Existing_Uppernumber: <Tag1> <A2 <A1 </Tag1>  
– Existing_Numbers: <Tag1> <2 <1 </Tag1>  
– Existing_Unused: <Tag1> <ˆ <ƒ </Tag1>  
– Unused: <Tag1> ˆ ƒ </Tag1> 
 
JSON 
■ Tags 
– Untransformed: { "Tag1": " This is a test " } 
– Lowercase: { "a": " This is a test " }; { "aa": " This is a test " } 
– LowerNumbers: { "a1": " This is a test " }; { "a2": " This is a test " } 
– LowerUpper: { "a": " This is a test " }; { "aA": " This is a test " } 
– Uppercase: { "A": " This is a test " }; { "AA": " This is a test " } 
– UpperLower: { "A": " This is a test " }; { "Aa": " This is a test " } 
– UpperNumbers: { "A1": " This is a test " }; { "A2": " This is a test " } 
■ Caps 
– Untransformed: { "Tag1": " This is a test " } 
– UnusedPrefixes: { "|tag1": " |this is a test " } 
– ReusedPrefixes: { ":"tag1": " :"this is a test " } 
■ Two-Char N-Gram 
– Untransformed: { "Tag1": " This is a test " } 
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– Existing_Lowercase: { ::f::h::b:  " ::g::a ::a a ::e::d " }  
– Existing_Lowernumber: { :a6:a8:a2:  " :a7:a1 :a1 a :a5:a4 " } 
– Existing_Caps: { ::F::H::B:  " ::G::A ::A a ::E::D " }  
– Existing_Uppernumber: { :A6:A8:A2:  " :A7:A1 :A1 a :A5:A4 " } 
– Existing_Numbers: { :6:8:2:  " :7:1 :1 a :5:4 " } 
– Existing_Unused: { :˜:œ:ˆ:  " :š:ƒ :ƒ a :Ž:Œ " } 
– Unused: { ˜œˆ:  " šƒ ƒ a ŽŒ " }  
■ Two-Word N-Gram 
– Untransformed: { "Tag1": " This is a test " } 
– Existing_Lowercase: ::e  " ::c ::b ::a  
– Existing_Lowernumber: :a5  " :a3 :a2 :a1  
– Existing_Caps: ::E  " ::C ::B ::A   
– Existing_Uppernumber: :A5  " :A3 :A2 :A1  
– Existing_Numbers: :5  " :3 :2 :1  
– Existing_Unused: :Ž  " :Š :ˆ :ƒ 
– Unused: Ž  " Š ˆ ƒ 
 
Collision Handling 
The need for a collision handling mechanism emerged from the use of 
existing characters in token replacements to ensure integrity on detransformation. 
A simple method was adopted to accommodate this. Firstly, prefixes were used in 
the capital conversion, character and word n-gram data transforms to avoid 
conflicts between the range of alphabetic, alphanumeric and numeric characters 
present in both the datasets and the replacement tokens. Secondly, in data 
transform variations that used existing characters as prefixes, as can be seen in 
Table 4. These existing characters were doubled up to avoid further collisions. 
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3.2.10 Data Transform System Architecture 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3. Data Transform System Architecture extended from [67] 
 
Figure 3 shows the data transform system architecture that illustrates the 
data transform and compression processes involved in this study. It was 
implemented using Java on Windows 8 operating systems. The use of Java and 
Windows was due to personal preference and familiarity with this software and 
operating system. In order to handle memory issues with large files, 64-bit Java 
was used and the heap space was increased to 4GB using the parameter -Xmx4g. 
The following describes the data transform and compression process used in this 
study: 
 
1. All input files undergo the preliminary transform phases: 
 
1.1. Character encoding - UTF8 without BOM is applied to all files. 
1.2. Distinct XML tag name information is collected for the tag
 conversion data transform. 
Transformed 
Tokens 
Compressed 
Bit Stream 
Output 
Input 
Tokens 
Preliminary Phases 
File Preparations 
Data Gathering 
Dictionary Creation 
Transform Variations 
Existing and Unused 
Alphabetic, 
Alphanumeric and 
Numeric 
Uppercase and 
Lowercase 
Data 
Compression 
7Zip, BZip2, 
GZip, PPMd, 
PPMVC, ZPAQ 
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1.3. One character n-gram statistics are gathered for capital
 conversion, character n-gram and word n-gram prefixes to be
 used in the corresponding dictionaries. 
1.4. Two to ten character n-gram statistics are gathered for the
 character n-gram data transform. 
1.5. EOL symbols are converted to spaces to enable accuracy in
 the word n-gram statistical gathering phase. 
1.6. Spaces are inserted after tags to allow for accuracy in the
 word n-gram statistical gathering phase. 
1.7. One to five word n-gram statistics are gathered for the word n
 gram data transform. 
 
2. The information obtained from the preliminary phases are used to create 
static dictionaries for all data transform variations. 
 
3. XML and JSON datasets are then transformed using these dictionaries, with 
data transform variations that are a combination of existing and unused 
symbols, alphabetical, alphanumeric and numeric characters, and 
uppercase and lowercase letters. 
 
4. The transformed files then undergo compression using general-purpose 
data compressors. 
 
A dictionary-based approach was selected as suitable to handle the data 
transforms used in this study. To take advantage of the information collected 
during the preliminary phases, static dictionaries were used. Whilst semi-static and 
adaptive dictionaries could be used in the future, certain decision-making tasks 
would not be as simple with semi-static and adaptive dictionaries. For example, 
decisions relating to which prefixes could be used in the dictionaries as well as 
other collision handling decisions can be fully made certain when information such 
as the characters and frequency of characters are known to the user prior to the 
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creation of dictionaries. Whilst this is still possible with semi-dynamic and adaptive 
dictionaries, they would require an extra pass over the documents during the 
process and there is still a potential risk of collision handling issues. In this study, 
static dictionaries were chosen and did not require an extra pass during the actual 
transform process, as this was carried out during the preliminary transform phases. 
 
Java Programs 
The preliminary data transform phases described in step one were 
conducted using the tools and techniques specified in Section 3.2.7. The 
dictionaries noted in step two were created manually including ensuring any 
characters that needed escaping in the character and word n-gram data transform 
dictionaries. 
Steps three and four mentioned above, were executed in Java. Several 
Java files were created per data format, data group, data transform, transform 
variation and compression metric, these files were run manually. Whilst the 
process of detransformation was not included in this study to maintain the focus of 
this research on data compression over transformed data, detransformation was 
carried out on a small number of files to ensure that the original data could be 
reproduced. The following explains how both the XML and JSON Java programs 
were written and how the data transforms and compression algorithms were used: 
 
1. Data Transforms – All data transforms were run with their pre-prepared 
dictionaries using HashMap. 
 
2. Compression Ratios – All of the compression algorithms used in this 
research, XMill, 7Zip, BZip2, GZip, PPMd, PPMVC and ZPAQ, were run as 
a process over all transformed files using their default compressor settings. 
The files were compressed and the compression ratios were then computed 
for all files and the results written to a file. 
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3. Compression Times – The transformed files were compressed five times. 
Compression times were then computed for all transformed files and both 
the average and breakdown of the results were written to files. 
 
4. Decompression Times – The compressed files were decompressed five 
times. Decompression times were then computed for all compressed files 
and both the average and breakdown of the results were written to files. 
 
3.2.11 Experimental Assessment 
 
Testing Environment 
To ensure robustness, all experiments were conducted on the same testing 
environment. 
 
Compression Metrics 
The metrics used were compression ratios, average compression times and 
average decompression times, to provide information regarding compressed output 
size costs and processing times, respectively. These metrics are common in data 
compression research. However, these metrics measure compressed output size 
and processing times separately, which has resulted in other researchers 
combining these metrics in an effort to analyse combined compression efficiency 
[68], [10], [66], [49]. Whilst a combined compression efficiency metric would be 
useful in this study to determine, for example, which data transform provided the 
best compression efficiency in a particular situation, this is dependent on developer 
requirements. Thus the development of a combined metric would need to be 
specifically based on the compressed output size and processing user 
requirements. Therefore, the use of individual compression metrics in this study 
provides enough information for developers, industry-wide, to be able to use this 
information to handle data compressed output size and processing according to 
their needs. 
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Benchmarks 
Providing comparisons with XML-Specific compressors or data transforms, 
such as XMill [5], [9], [14], [46], [7], [45] or XWRT [71], [70], [72] for example, were 
both considered for this study, however, only the XMill experiments ran 
successfully whereas the XWRT experiments were unsuccessful since the 
program hung due to memory issues. Whilst XML-specific techniques would 
enable a comparison between data transforms used over XML data and XML-
Specific techniques used over untransformed data, they would not provide a 
comparison between data transforms applied over both XML and JSON. To ensure 
this study remained focused on using data transforms that can be applied to any 
data type and format, such as, XML, JSON and others, and that could be used with 
general-purpose compression techniques, WRT [68] was selected as a benchmark 
to provide a direct comparison between XML and JSON. 
Therefore, the transforms developed in the XML study were compared to 
the XMill back-end compression algorithms BZip2, GZip and PPMdi and WRT data 
transform technique optimised for BWT, LZ77, PAQ and PPM compression. The 
transforms developed in both the JSON and SMILES studies were compared to 
WRT. However, the XMill results were excluded in order to allow for the direct 
comparison between XML and JSON. XMill was selected to allow for a comparison 
for XML data transforms, it was easily available and also because it used similar 
back-end compressors to those used in WRT. Although many of the data 
transforms used in this study were also included in the WRT data transform 
technique, WRT does not include tag conversions, and it also does not use the 
same data transform variations used in this study. WRT was also selected as it can 
be applied to any type of data. The transforms were also compared with 
untransformed data. 
Full details of the testing environment used, compression metrics and 
framework can be found in Section 5.3. 
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3.2.12 Results Analysis 
 
Various different statistical analysis packages exist to assist in results 
analysis, namely SPSS [74], MATLAB [48], Microsoft Excel, to name a few. Excel 
was chosen to analyse the main results in this study and SPSS was chosen for the 
statistical analysis. The reasons for using Excel and SPSS were due to personal 
preference and their ease of use. However, with the large amount of data being 
analysed, SPSS or MATLAB would certainly have been faster in processing the 
data than Excel. 
The results from the data transforms developed in the XML study were 
compared to XMill, WRT and untransformed data. The results from the JSON study 
were compared to WRT and untransformed data. Averages were used to 
summarise the data, data format and compression metric as follows: 
 
■ Data transforms developed in this study, XMill, WRT and untransformed 
comparisons: 
– XML – Percentage that the transforms in this study were better 
overall compared to XMill, WRT and untransformed data. 
– XML – Percentage that the transform variations in this study were 
better overall compared to XMill, WRT and untransformed data. 
– JSON – Percentage that the transforms in this study were better 
overall compared to WRT and untransformed data. 
– JSON – Percentage that the transform variations in this study were 
better overall compared to WRT and untransformed data. 
– Overall XML and JSON results were also compared with each other 
with the XMill results excluded from this comparison. 
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3.3 Case Study 
 
3.3.1 SMILES Case Study 
 
Research Study Observations 
The conclusions derived from the literature review conducted in the previous 
chapter, and the methodology described for the main study (refer to Section 3.2), 
highlighted the need to also investigate data compression within a data-specific 
domain as a case study. A case study approach to this part of the investigation 
would enable investigations on the extent of which data compression can be 
improved by applying both the data transforms used in the main study (refer to 
Section 3.2) and data-specific data transforms within a data-specific domain. This 
was based on the observations from the literature review and the main study: 
 
■ The technique to group similar items together based on the information 
contained in the structural part of an XML document has been used in 
existing XML-specific compression techniques, such as XMill [5], [9], [14], 
[46], [7], [45]. 
 
■ A diverse set of datasets were used in the XML and JSON main study, 
which included Toxicology datasets including DSSTox, ExpoCast, QSAR 
and ToxCast – refer to [67] to see where they can be obtained from. On 
further inspection of the data contained within these datasets, chemical 
linear notations became of interest. 
 
■ With the variety of different chemical molecular structure representations 
available and the growth of chemical databases, the need to further improve 
the storage and processing of these molecular representations is of key 
importance to enable Chemoinformatics practitioners to use this data 
efficiently. The most widely used chemical linear notation is SMILES [42], 
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[82], [23], [67].  
 
■ As well as being a popular chemical linear notation, the following rationale 
was used for the selection of SMILES as a suitable and interesting area for 
this case study: 
 
– Vocabulary – SMILES contains a simple vocabulary. 
– Character Variation – The variety of alphanumeric characters in 
SMILES strings make it a good candidate for data-specific transforms 
for this chemical linear notation. 
– Size – SMILES strings vary in length. 
 
■ As with XML and JSON data, general-purpose compressors can be used to 
compress this type of data to a certain extent, however, these techniques 
are not specific to SMILES data.  
 
■ Some of the data transforms mentioned in the main study (refer to Section 
3.2) have not been applied to domain-specific data, particularly SMILES 
data. 
 
SMILES Case Study 
To extend the notion of grouping similar items together according to the 
document structure [5], [9], [14], [46], [7], [45] a case study approach was set up 
investigating how much using transforms and transform variations, over a particular 
similar group of data, would improve the compression of this group of data. The 
SMILES case study conducted in this thesis extends the study originally published 
in [67] with additional data transforms, and also uses SMILES data from the same 
data sources stated in the paper. Further details of the SMILES testing corpus can 
be found in Section 5.2.3. In order to provide efficient compression of SMILES 
data, the following formed the basis of the case study conducted in this thesis in 
order to answer the research questions highlighted in Section 1.4: 
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■ To review the general-purpose data transforms that were used in the main 
study, and select the relevant data transforms that can be applied 
specifically to SMILES data. 
 
■ To develop data-specific data transforms tailored specifically for SMILES 
data, that can easily be developed and implemented by developers, and be 
flexible for transferability so that they can potentially be easily adaptable and 
tailored to other types of data. 
 
■ To investigate data transform variations that can be used alongside these 
general-purpose and SMILES-specific data transforms. 
 
■ To use widely available general-purpose compression algorithms over the 
transformed data. 
 
■ On a practical level, as with the main XML and JSON study, to analyse all 
results to allow practitioners in the Chemoinformatics domain to make more 
informed choices on the best data transform, data transform variation and 
data compression algorithm to use on SMILES, based on their 
requirements, including, better compressed output size costs, better 
processing times and a balance of both compressed output size and 
processing costs to provide information relating to computing resource 
requirements for their selections. 
 
3.3.2 Data Transforms 
 
Relevant data transforms, previously proposed for use over XML and JSON 
data in the main study in Section 3.2.3, were selected to be used over SMILES 
data in this case study. The following decisions were made in the general-purpose 
data transform selection process: 
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■ Tag Conversions – This data transform was not selected as the SMILES 
data being investigated was not surrounded by any structural, XML or 
JSON, tags. 
 
■ Capital Conversions – Whilst SMILES strings consist of alphanumeric 
characters amongst other symbols, this data transform was selected to 
address the array of atomic symbols used in SMILES data that use 
uppercase and lowercase letters. 
 
■ Character N-Gram Substitution – This data transform was selected purely 
because it can be used over any type of data, and SMILES strings would 
potentially provide some interesting character n-grams selections. 
 
■ Word N-Gram Substitution – This data transform was not selected as 
SMILES strings are not separated by spaces and can therefore be 
considered as one “word”. Whilst frequent one word n-gram substitutions 
could have been considered, it was felt that this would be best suited for 
testing a larger amount of SMILES data for best results. 
 
■ Space Stuffing and EOL Encoding – These data transforms were also not 
considered necessary due to the lack of spaces present in SMILES strings, 
and also because word prediction was not required. 
 
■ Punctuation Marks Modelling – This data transform was not selected 
because it would work better alongside the word n-gram substitution, space 
stuffing and EOL encoding data transform techniques, that were not 
selected for this case study. However, it could be used in future work to 
further improve this study. 
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As mentioned in the literature review, data-specific transformation 
techniques have been developed, such as TWRT, which uses words specific to the 
Java programming language in its dictionary for example [68]. The concept used in 
TWRT is similar to the data-specific technique developed for transforming SMILES 
data in the SMILES case study. The SMILES-specific transform is as follows: 
 
Periodic Number 
This SMILES-specific data transform was entirely based on substituting 
atomic elements with their corresponding atomic numbers, with the information 
sourced from the periodic table. Any numerical character conflicts are resolved by 
the addition of prefixes prior to atomic element mapping. With the assortment of 
atomic elements present in SMILES strings, this simple data transform was 
considered suitable for this type of data [67]. 
 
3.3.3 Data Transform Variations 
 
The selection of data transform variation techniques to be used in this case 
study was based on the same criteria used in the main study (refer to Section 
3.2.4). As with the main study, the following data transform variations were used: 
 
■ Existing and Unused – In addition to the same concept of using existing 
characters and unused characters from the main study and also the 
concepts described in the case study published in [67], as the SMILES data 
was smaller in size compared to many of the datasets used in the main 
study, the Star Transform encoding scheme was also used as a data 
transform variation in this case study. 
 
■ Alphabetical, Alphanumeric and Numeric – This data transform variation 
was included due to the alphanumeric and numeric characters present in 
SMILES data. 
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■ Uppercase and Lowercase – This data transform variation was suitable to 
handle the array of uppercase and lowercase characters present in atomic 
elements within SMILES strings. 
 
3.3.4 General-Purpose Data Compressors 
 
To ensure consistency, the same general-purpose compressors used in the 
main study (refer to Section 3.2.5), and also used in the case study published in 
[67], namely 7Zip, BZip2, GZip, PPMd, PPMVC and ZPAQ, were also used in this 
case study. 
 
3.3.5 Data Transform Properties 
 
It is expected that the data transforms used in the SMILES case study 
conform to the same properties as stated in the main study and also in the case 
study published in [67] (refer to Section 3.2.6). In addition to this, this study is also 
expected to handle any ambiguous SMILES tokens which are mainly present in 
aromatic atomic elements. 
 
3.3.6 Data Transform Preliminary Phases 
 
The same character n-gram collection data transform preliminary phase, as 
was conducted in the main study, was also carried out over SMILES data prior to 
applying data transforms and transform variations (refer to Section 3.2.7). 
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3.3.7 Data Transform Phases 
 
The following shows the techniques used in the different transform phases 
of the SMILES case study: 
 
■ Capital Conversions – The application of this transform was the same as in 
the main study (refer to Section 3.2.8). Also, in continuation of the reasons 
for not preceding words that just contained capital letters with a separate 
prefix, as mentioned in the main study, it was also not suitable for SMILES 
data due to its alphanumerical composition and also due to the lack of 
spaces present in SMILES strings, making each SMILES string a “word” in 
essence. 
 
■ Character N-Gram Transformations – This transform was also applied as 
per the main study (refer to Section 3.2.8). 
 
■ Periodic Number – Numerical characters already present in SMILES strings 
were prefixed with frequently used existing characters or unused characters, 
including star encoding, to avoid any conflicts with the next step. Atomic 
symbols were then substituted with their equivalent atomic numbers from 
the periodic table to maintain the no ambiguity property. Aromatic elements 
were transformed in the final stage of this transform also to maintain the no 
ambiguity property [67]. 
 
3.3.8 Data Transform Grammar 
 
The following Table 5 illustrates the grammar applied to SMILES data during 
the data transform phases. Further descriptions of the data transform variations 
can be found in Section 5.3. The following are examples of SMILES data and their 
equivalent transform representations to illustrate the transform scenarios further: 
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■ Caps 
– Untransformed: C1CC(CNCCCCCCC)CCC1CNCCCCCCC 
– UnusedPrefixes: |c1|c|c(|c|n|c|c|c|c|c|c|c)|c|c|c1|c|n|c|c|c|c|c|c|c 
– ReusedPrefixes: 
()c1()c()c(()c()n()c()c()c()c()c()c()c)()c()c()c1()c()n()c()c()c()c()c()c()c 
■ Two-Char N-gram 
– Untransformed: C1CC(CNCCCCCCC)CCC1CNCCCCCCC 
– Existing_Lowercase: ((f(a((f((f(bCC((f(f(f(g((f(f(f(a((bCCCCCC  
– Existing_Lowernumber: (l6l(l1((l6l2CC(l6l6l6l7(l6l6l6l1(l2CCCCCC 
– Existing_Caps: ((F(A((F((F(BCC((F(F(F(G((F(F(F(A((BCCCCCC 
– Existing_Uppernumber: 
(L6L(L1((L6L2CC(L6L6L6L7(L6L6L6L1(L2CCCCCC  
– Existing_Numbers: (6(1((62CC(6667(6661(2CCCCCC 
– Existing_Unused: (˜ƒ(˜(˜ˆCC(˜˜˜š(˜˜˜ƒ(ˆCCCCCC 
– Unused: Cƒ˜CˆCCCCCšCCCƒˆCCCCCC  
■ PeriodicNum 
– Untransformed: C1CC(CNCCCCCCC)CCC1CNCCCCCCC 
– Unused_NumPrefix: 
~6|1~6~6(~6~7~6~6~6~6~6~6~6)~6~6~6|1~6~7~6~6~6~6~6~6~6  
– Reused_NumPrefix: 
((6()1((6((6(((6((7((6((6((6((6((6((6((6)((6((6((6()1((6((7((6((6((6((6((6((
6((6  
– Stars_NumPrefix: 
*6*)1*6*6(*6*7*6*6*6*6*6*6*6)*6*6*6*)1*6*7*6*6*6*6*6*6*6 
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Collision Handling 
Similar to the collision handling technique adopted in the main study, 
prefixes were used in all data transforms used in this case study, to prevent 
potential issues arising from conflicting characters present in both SMILES data 
and the replacement tokens. To this effect, a key assumption used in this study 
was that any aromatic elements present in SMILES strings do not conflict or cause 
any direct ambiguity with other elements. Using the atomic element Cobalt as an 
example, the characters that make up its atomic symbol, Co, would therefore not 
be confused with the atomic symbols for aliphatic Carbon, C, and aromatic 
Oxygen, O [67]. 
 
3.3.9 Data Transform System Architecture 
 
The same system architecture, implementation, approach, data transform 
and compression procedures used in the main study were also used in this 
SMILES case study for consistency purposes. Note that regarding the preliminary 
transform phase procedure, only the character n-gram collection stage applies to 
this case study. Refer to Section 3.2.10 for further details. 
 
Java Programs 
The preliminary data transform phases, dictionary creation and Java 
programs for the capital conversion and character n-gram data transforms and 
data compression metrics for SMILES, were as described in Section 3.2.10. 
The following explains how the SMILES-Specific periodic number data 
transform Java programs was written and how the data transform was used: 
 
5. Periodic Number – Regular expressions were used to transform all numeric 
characters with pre-prepared prefix transform variations. Atomic symbols 
were then transformed to their corresponding atomic numbers and pre-
prepared prefix variations using HashMaps. 
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3.3.10 Experimental Assessment 
 
To ensure consistency and robustness, all experiments conducted for this 
case study used the same testing environment, compression metrics and 
benchmarks as used in the main study, with the exception of the XMill benchmark. 
Refer to Section 3.2.11 for further details. 
 
3.3.11 Results Analysis 
 
As per the main study (refer to Section 3.2.12) Excel and SPSS were also 
used to analyse the results in this case study for consistency purposes. 
 
The results from this study were also compared in a similar manner to those 
in the main study (refer to Section 3.2.12) as can be seen below: 
 
■ Data transforms developed in this study, WRT and untransformed 
comparisons: 
– Percentage that the transforms in this case study were better overall 
compared to WRT and untransformed data. 
– Percentage that the transform variations in this case study were 
better overall compared to WRT and untransformed data. 
 
3.4 Chapter Summary 
 
For both the XML and JSON main study and the SMILES case study, this 
chapter discussed and justified the tools and techniques used to conduct the 
research for these studies. It also included a discussion on the data transform and 
compression procedure adopted, experimental assessment and results analysis. 
The next chapter presents and discusses the results of both studies. 
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Chapter 4 
 
System Implementation 
 
4.1 Introduction 
 
The previous chapter discussed the methods and techniques used to 
conduct this research. In particular, it provided a detailed account of the data 
transforms and transform variations which form the basis of the software described 
in this chapter to enable developers to carry out experiments on XML, JSON and 
SMILES data.  
This chapter aims to describe the software developed to enable developers 
to use the transforms developed in this research and also to allow them to further 
improve it in the future according to their needs. 
 
4.2 XJS Transform and Compression System 
 
This section describes the XML, JSON and SMILES (XJS) Transform and 
Compression System that has been developed to allow developers to use the data 
transforms used in this research to transform XML, JSON and SMILES data.  
 
4.2.1 Software Description and Usage 
 
This section both describes how the software was developed and how it can 
be used to transform and compress files. For consistency purposes, as mentioned 
in Section 3.2.10, the software was developed using Java and has been tested on 
both Windows 7 and 8 operating systems.  The developed system also adheres to 
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the same data transformation system architecture shown in Figure 3. 
All the Java, class, transform variations, directories, Text2Ngram application 
and data compressors necessary to provide full functionality of the software are 
available on the CD. The software can be run by running the XJSTransform Java 
file (refer to the README file on the CD for further instructions on how to run the 
software). 
 
XML Transform Experiments 
Figure 4 shows a screenshot of the XML stage of the software. 
 
 
 
Figure 4. XJS Data Transform and Compression System – XML Transform 
Experiments 
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The following steps allow you to successfully transform and compress an 
XML document: 
 
1. Prior to uploading an XML file, ensure that the prologue and any references 
to a schema in the document are removed to avoid parsing issues during 
the XML query phase of the Tags data transform mentioned in step two. 
Upload an XML source file by clicking on Upload File and navigating to the 
location of the source file. Once the file has been uploaded, preliminary 
transforms, such as spaces, are applied to the XML document, to assist with 
word prediction during the word n-gram collection transform stage. 
 
2. Select the Tags data transform. On selecting this option, the XML document 
is queried using XQuery to retrieve all distinct tags in the document. The 
XQuery API for Java (XQJ) (com.saxonica.xqj package) was used in the 
program. These distinct tags are then used alongside the pre-prepared tag 
transform variations, refer to Table 4 and the framework in Section 5.3.1 for 
a description of the relevant transform variations used in the XML set of 
experiments, to create the dictionaries required for the tag data transforms. 
The tag data transform is then run using these dictionaries using HashMap. 
 
3. Select the Caps data transform. On selecting this option, the pre-prepared 
caps transform variations, as mentioned in step two, are used to create the 
dictionaries required for the caps data transforms. The caps data transform 
is then run as mentioned in step two. 
 
4. Select the CharNgrams data transform. On selecting this option, the 
Text2Ngram tool is first run as a process to enable the collection of two to 
ten character n-grams from the XML document. HashMap is used to sort the 
character n-grams in descending order and then the top 26 character n-
grams are retrieved. Regular expressions are used to ensure certain 
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characters are escaped to avoid any character handling issues during the 
transform. The dictionaries are created using the pre-prepared character n-
gram transform variations, and the character n-gram data transform is 
executed as per steps two and three. 
 
5. Select the WordNgram data transform. On selecting this option, the 
Text2Ngram tool is run as per step four to enable the collection of one to 
five word n-grams from the XML document. All other steps are as per step 
three to create the dictionaries and run the word data transform. 
 
6. Select the Compression Ratios metric. On selecting this option, all of the 
compression algorithms used in this research, 7Zip, BZip2, GZip, PPMd, 
PPMVC and ZPAQ, are run as a process over all transformed files using 
their default compressor settings. Compression ratios are then computed for 
all files and the results are written to the XML\CRatio_Results\ folder. 
 
7. Select the Compression Times metric. On selecting this option, the 
transformed files are compressed five times as per step six. Compression 
times are then computed for all transformed files and both the average and 
breakdown results are written to the XML\ CTime_Results\ folder. 
 
8. Select the Decompression Times metric. On selecting this option, the 
compressed files are decompressed five times as per steps six and seven. 
Decompression times are then computed for all compressed files and both 
the average and breakdown results are written to the XML\DTime_Results\ 
folder. 
 
9. Select the JSON next set of experiments to run JSON data transforms and 
compression. 
 
10. Select the SMILES next set of experiments to run SMILES data transforms 
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and experiments. 
 
JSON Transform Experiments 
Figure 5 shows a screenshot of the JSON stage of the software. 
 
 
 
Figure 5. XJS Data Transform and Compression System – JSON Transform 
Experiments 
 
To successfully transform and compress a JSON document follow the steps 
stated in the XML Transform Experiments, refer to Table 4 and the framework in 
Section 5.3.2 for a description of the relevant transform variations used in the 
JSON set of experiments. 
 Note that the only difference is during the Tags data transform phase, 
whereby, unlike in the XML Tag transform phase, the JSON file is not queried for 
distinct tags. Since these experiments are meant to reflect a comparison between 
XML and JSON, as per my research, the JSON files used here are assumed to be 
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the equivalent of the XML files used in the software. Therefore, the same distinct 
tags are used for this data transform. Future work will involve developing this 
further to include JSON querying to allow for independent tags to be retrieved if not 
comparing with XML. 
 
SMILES Transform Experiments 
Figure 6 shows a screenshot of the SMILES stage of the software. 
 
 
 
Figure 6. XJS Data Transform and Compression System – SMILES Transform 
Experiments 
 
To successfully transform and compress SMILES strings contained in a text 
document follow the steps stated in both the XML and JSON Transform 
Experiments, refer to Table 5 and the framework in Section 5.3.3 for a description 
of the relevant transform variations used in the SMILES set of experiments, 
 Note that the Tags and WordNgrams data transforms are not applicable 
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here. Another main difference is the addition of the SMILES-Specific Periodic 
Number data transform. On selecting this data transform regular expressions are 
used to transform all numeric characters with pre-prepared prefix transform 
variations. Atomic symbols are then transformed to their corresponding atomic 
numbers and pre-prepared prefix variations using HashMaps. 
 
4.2.2 Software Improvements 
 
In addition to the future work already mentioned on areas of this software in 
Section 4.2.1, this section briefly explains how the software can be further 
enhanced in the future. 
 
■ N-gram Collection – This software tool currently uses the Text2Ngram tool 
to collect both character and word n-grams for the n-gram data transforms. 
It can be further enhanced by developing n-gram collections in Java to avoid 
the reliance of an external tool. 
 
■ Compression Algorithms – This software tool currently uses external 
compression algorithms, 7Zip, BZip2, GZip, PPMd, PPMVC and ZPAQ. It 
can be further enhanced by developing these compression algorithms in 
Java, again to avoid the reliance of external programs. Compressor settings 
can also be changed according to your compression requirements. 
 
■ Further Extensions – This software can be extended to use other data 
formats, data transforms, compression algorithms, compression metrics, 
and so on. 
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4.3 Chapter Summary 
 
This chapter described the XJS Data Transform and Compression System 
to allow developers to use the data transforms developed in this thesis in their 
research. It described how each component in the software worked and 
demonstrated how the software could be used by developers. It also mentioned 
how the software can be further improved in the future. The next chapter presents 
and discusses the results of both the XML and JSON main study and SMILES 
Case Study described in Chapter 3. 
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Chapter 5 
 
Results and Discussion 
 
5.1 Introduction 
 
Chapter 3 discussed the methods and techniques used to conduct this 
research. In particular, it provided a detailed account of the data transforms and 
transform variations which form the basis of the comparative experiments 
conducted in this chapter for XML, JSON and the SMILES Case Study.  
This chapter presents and discusses the results from these experiments in a 
detailed and systematic way. To accomplish this, the sections are split across three 
key areas to accommodate for the XML, JSON, and SMILES Case Study results. 
The following is presented for the XML, JSON and SMILES experiments: 
 
■ Data collection 
■ Experiment testing environment 
■ Compression metrics 
■ Experimental framework 
■ Result gaps 
■ Results and analysis 
■ Results analysis discussion 
 
Finally, a chapter summary is included, stating what has been achieved and 
the expectations for the next chapter.  
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5.2 Data Collection 
 
This section describes the data collection processes for XML, JSON and 
SMILES data. 
 
5.2.1 XML Testing Corpus 
 
XML Datasets 
The XML corpus, consisting of 234 files, developed for the experiments was 
extended from [86] and [85] to include datasets from various other sources. Further 
details of the datasets used, including dataset characteristics, descriptions and 
where they can be sourced from, can be found in Table 2 and Appendix A. The 
datasets chosen covered a range of sizes with the smallest file starting at 774B 
and the largest file at 390.46MB. Where possible, recent datasets were used from 
their original sources. Where recent or original datasets were not available, 
datasets used were taken from [86] and [85].  
These files were then transformed according to the techniques discussed in 
the previous chapter and the resulting transformed files formed the basis of the 
data used in these experiments. In total, the data corpus for this set of experiments 
consisted of 26290 files. A breakdown of how these files were allocated per 
transform is as follows: 
 
■ 24423 files for all transforms 
– 1392 files for Tag transforms - 232 files per 6 x transform variations, 
Tags were not tested for the cyc file from the RDF data group and 
the treebank file due to the program hanging during Tag 
transformations for these files. This problem occurred whilst running 
the Java program for this transform and was due to memory issues. 
The Java heap space was increased to 4GB for all experiments, 
however, this still did not resolve the problems encountered with 
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these files. 
– 468 files for Caps transforms - 234 files per 2 x transform variations. 
– 14616 files for Char-Ngram transforms - 2088 files per 7 x transform 
variations and 232 files per 9 x Char-Ngram levels, Char-Ngrams 
were not tested for the enwikiquote and enwikiversity files 
from the Wikimedia data group due to the program hanging during 
the Char-Ngram transformations for these files. This problem was 
again due to the aforementioned memory issues. 
– 7947 files for Word-Ngram transforms - 1155 files per 6 x transform 
variations and 231 files per 5 x Word-Ngram levels, Word-Ngrams 
were not tested for the enwikibooks, enwikiquote and 
enwikiversity files from the Wikimedia data group. Also, 1017 
files were tested for the Existing_Numbers transform variation due to 
a problem with Word-Ngram transformations for some of the ToxCast 
datasets. A list of the affected files can be found in Appendix C. 
These problems were due to the program hanging during the 
transformation of these files which was caused by the 
aforementioned memory issues. 
 
■ 936 files for all WRT transforms 
– 234 files for each WRT-BWT, WRT-LZ77, WRT-PAQ and WRT-PPM 
optimized transform. 
 
■ 234 files for all untransformed data. 
 
■ 697 files for all XMill experiments 
– 233 files for each XMill-BZip2 and XMill-GZip experiments – XMill 
was not able to successfully compress the XBench-TCSD-Small file 
from the XBench_XMark data group, so this file was excluded from 
these experiments. Also, whilst XMill-PPMdi did successfully 
compress the enwikibooks and enwikiversity files from the 
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Wikimedia data group, it was unable to successfully decompress 
these files due to memory issues. These files were subsequently 
removed from the XMill-PPMdi experiments, thus testing 231 files for 
this set of experiments. 
 
Other datasets were considered beneficial for this research and were initially 
included in the data collection stage but unfortunately had to be excluded later on 
due to errors produced in the experimental stages due to their large file sizes. An 
area for future work could incorporate larger files into these experiments using 
resources with more memory and a better processor. The files affected are listed 
as follows: 
 
■ DBLP (1070MB) 
■ PSD7003 (786MB) 
■ enwikisource (5120MB) 
■ enwiktionary (2420MB) 
 
5.2.2 JSON Testing Corpus 
 
JSON Datasets 
The JSON corpus, which was based on the conversion of the XML files 
described in the previous section, consisted of 231 files. The e164 file from the 
RDF data group could not be converted from XML to JSON due to parsing errors 
that occurred during the conversion. The enwikibooks and enwikiquote files 
from the Wikimedia data group could also not be converted from XML to JSON as 
they exceeded the memory limit. So, these files were excluded from the JSON set 
of experiments. Further details of the datasets used can be found in Appendix B. 
These datasets covered a size range from 574B to the largest file at 183.28MB.  
As per the XML experiments, these files were also transformed according to 
the techniques discussed in the previous chapter and the resulting transformed 
files formed the basis of the data used in these experiments. In total, the data 
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corpus for this set of experiments consisted of 25463 files. A breakdown of how 
these files were allocated per transform is as follows: 
 
■ 24308 files for all transforms 
– 1374 files for Tag transforms - 229 files per 6 x transform variations, 
Tags were not tested for the cyc file from the RDF data group and 
treebank file due to the program hanging during the Tag 
transformations for these files. This was due to the memory issues 
mentioned in Section 5.2.1. 
– 462 files for Caps transforms - 231 files per 2 x transform variations. 
– 14427 files for Char-Ngram transforms - 2061 files per 7 x transform 
variations and 229 files per 9 x Char-Ngram levels. Char-Ngrams 
were not tested for enwikinews and enwikiversity files from the 
Wikimedia data group due to the program hanging during the Char-
Ngram transformations for these files. This was due to the memory 
issues mentioned in Section 5.2.1. 
– 8045 files for Word-Ngram transforms - 1150 files per 6 x transform 
variations and 230 files per 5 x Word-Ngram levels. Word-Ngrams 
were not tested for the enwikiversity file from the Wikimedia data 
group. Also, 1145 files were tested for the Existing_Lowernumber 
transform variation due to a problem with Word-Ngram 
transformations for the enwikinews file from the Wikimedia data 
group. These problems were due to the program hanging during the 
transformation of these files. This was due to the memory issues 
mentioned in Section 5.2.1. 
 
■ 924 files for all WRT transforms 
– 231 files for each WRT-BWT, WRT-LZ77, WRT-PAQ and WRT-PPM 
optimized transform. 
 
■ 231 files for all untransformed data. 
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5.2.3 SMILES Case Study Testing Corpus 
 
SMILES Datasets 
SMILES data was collected from a number of publicly available toxicology 
datasets and merged into one file of size 1.70MB. Details of where these datasets 
can be obtained can be found in [67].  
The SMILES experiments were extended from [67] to include some of the 
techniques used in the XML and JSON experiments as well as SMILES-specific 
data transformations. As per the XML and JSON experiments, these files were also 
transformed according to the techniques discussed in the previous chapter that 
could be applied to SMILES data, as well as the use of the developed data-specific 
techniques that are specific to SMILES data. The resulting transformed files formed 
the basis of the data used in these experiments. In total, the data corpus for this 
set of experiments consisted of 73 files. A breakdown of how these files were 
allocated per transform is as follows: 
 
■ 68 files for all transforms 
– 2 files for Caps transforms - 1 file per 2 x transform variations. 
– 63 files for Char-Ngram transforms - 9 files per 7 x transform 
variations and 1 file per 9 x Char-Ngram levels. 
– 3 files for NumPrefix-PeriodicNum - 1 file per 3 x transform variations. 
 
■ 4 files for all WRT transforms 
– 1 file for each WRT-BWT, WRT-LZ77, WRT-PAQ and WRT-PPM 
optimized transform. 
 
■ 1 file for the untransformed data. 
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5.3 Experiments 
 
This section highlights the testing environment, metrics used and provides 
details of the experimental framework used for the XML, JSON and SMILES set of 
experiments.  
 
5.3.1 XML Experiments 
 
Testing Environment 
The experiments were run on the following environment: 
 
■ Operating System: Windows 8. 1 
■ Processor: Intel(R) Core(TM) i3-4130 CPU @ 3. 40 GHz 
■ Installed Memory (RAM): 6. 00GB 
■ System Type: 64-bit Operating System, x64-based processor 
 
Compression Metrics 
The following metrics were computed in Java for these experiments: 
 
■ Compression Ratios – The size of the compressed files divided by the size 
of the uncompressed files in Megabytes (MB).  
■ Compression Times – The average time taken for each compressor to 
compress the files in seconds (s).  
■ Decompression Times – The average time taken for each compressor to 
decompress the compressed files in seconds (s).  
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Framework 
The experimental framework is as follows: 
 
■ The 6 general purpose compressors used on all files except for the XMill 
experiments were 7Zip [1], BZip2 [15], GZip [75], PPMd [21], PPMVC [34] 
and ZPAQ [90]. Since, developers of compression techniques provide 
default settings, it was assumed that these are their recommended settings 
to be used for most files [66]. To this end, all compressors were used with 
their default settings. However, the assumption made did not consider the 
compression of large files such as Wikimedia datasets. A small test was 
carried out on the enwikiversity XML file (184828 KB) whereby GZip 
was applied to this dataset using compressor setting options –1, –6 (default) 
and –9. This test showed that the –9 option provided the best compressed 
output size compared to the other options. This research can be further 
extended in the future to include the use of non-default compressor settings 
for further compressed output size and processing analysis.  
 
■ The following data transforms and transform variations were tested for all 
the compression metrics, further details of which can be found in the 
previous chapter: 
 
– Tags – Document structure substitution with the following variations: 
– Lowercase – Lowercase alphabetical letters. 
– LowerNumbers – Lowercase alphanumeric symbols.  
– LowerUpper – Both lowercase and uppercase letters of the 
alphabet, primarily lowercase.  
– Uppercase – Uppercase alphabetical letters.  
– UpperLower – Both uppercase and lowercase letters of the 
alphabet, primarily uppercase.  
– UpperNumbers – Uppercase alphanumeric symbols.  
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– Caps – Substitution of uppercase with lowercase letters of the 
alphabet with the following variations: 
– UnusedPrefixes – Unused characters preceding the 
substituted letter.  
– ReusedPrefixes – Reused characters preceding the 
substituted letter.  
 
– Char-Ngrams - N-gram substitution for 2 to 10 characters with the 
following variations: 
– Existing_Lowercase – Existing characters preceding 
lowercase alphabetical letters.  
– Existing_Lowernumber – Existing characters preceding 
lowercase alphanumeric symbols.  
– Existing_Caps – Existing characters preceding uppercase 
alphabetical letters.  
– Existing_Uppernumber – Existing characters preceding 
uppercase alphanumeric symbols.  
– Existing_Numbers – Existing characters preceding numeric 
symbols.  
– Existing_Unused – Existing characters preceding unused 
symbols.  
– Unused – Unused symbols.  
 
– Word-Ngrams – N-gram substitution for 1 to 5 words with the 
following variations: 
– Existing_Lowercase – Existing characters preceding 
lowercase alphabetical letters.  
– Existing_Lowernumber – Existing characters preceding 
lowercase alphanumeric symbols.  
– Existing_Caps – Existing characters preceding uppercase 
alphabetical letters.  
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– Existing_Uppernumber – Existing characters preceding 
uppercase alphanumeric symbols.  
– Existing_Numbers – Existing characters preceding numeric 
symbols.  
– Existing_Unused – Existing characters preceding unused 
symbols.  
– Unused – Unused symbols.  
 
■ Compression metrics were also computed for the following to allow for a 
comparison of the results: 
 
– WRT-BWT [34] – WRT transform designed to further enhance BWT 
compression.  
– WRT-LZ77 [34] – WRT transform designed to further enhance LZ77 
compression.  
– WRT-PAQ [34] – WRT transform designed to further enhance PAQ 
compression.  
– WRT-PPM [34] – WRT transform designed to further enhance PPM 
compression.  
– Untransformed – Untransformed data.  
– XMill-BZip2 [73] – XMill compression with BZip2. 
– XMill-GZip [73] – XMill compression with GZip. 
– XMill-PPMdi [73] – XMill compression with PPMdi. 
 
■ A total of 25593 XML transformed and untransformed files were tested 
along with a further 697 files for XMill (see Section 5.2.1 for a further 
breakdown of these files).  
 
■ The experiments were conducted on the testing environment described at 
the beginning of this section.  
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■ Compression and decompression operations were run on each file.  
 
■ The average compression and decompression times measured, as 
described earlier in this section, is based on the average of five executions 
for each file.  
 
■ The total number of runs for the XML set of experiments was 1542550 ((6 * 
25593 * 2 * 5) + (697 * 2 * 5)) runs in total.  
 
5.3.2 JSON Experiments 
 
The testing environment, compression metrics and general experimental 
framework is as per those highlighted in Section 5.3.1. The only differences to the 
framework relate to the number of files used and the number of experimental runs 
for the JSON set of experiments; all other conditions remain the same. The 
changes for JSON are specified below: 
 
■ A total of 25463 JSON transformed and untransformed files were tested 
(see Section 5.2.2 for a further breakdown of these files).  
 
■ The total number of runs for the JSON set of experiments per experimental 
platform was 1527780 (6 * 25463 * 2 * 5), and 3055560 runs in total.  
 
5.3.3 SMILES Experiments 
 
The testing environment, compression metrics and general experimental 
framework is as per those highlighted in Sections 5.3.1 and 5.3.2, respectively. The 
differences to the framework relate to the SMILES-specific transforms and 
transform variations tested, although the Caps and Char-Ngrams transforms used 
in these experiments are the same as specified in Sections 5.3.1 and 5.3.2, 
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respectively. Other differences include the number of files used and the number of 
experimental runs for the SMILES set of experiments; all other conditions remain 
the same. The changes for SMILES are specified below: 
 
■ The following data transforms and transform variations used were tested for 
all the compression metrics. Further details of which can be found in the 
previous chapter: 
 
– Periodic Number – Substitution of atomic symbols to their 
corresponding atomic number with the following variations: 
– Unused NumPrefix PeriodicNum – Unused characters 
preceding both the numerical SMILES tokens and also the 
substituted atomic numbers.  
– Reused NumPrefix PeriodicNum – Reused characters 
preceding both the numerical SMILES tokens and also the 
substituted atomic numbers.  
– Stars NumPrefix PeriodicNum – Combined star encoding and 
existing characters preceding the numerical SMILES tokens, 
and star encoding scheme entirely used to precede the 
substituted atomic numbers.  
 
■ A total of 73 SMILES transformed and untransformed files were tested (see 
Section 5.2.3 for a further breakdown of these files).  
 
■ The total number of runs for the SMILES set of experiments per 
experimental platform was 4380 (6 * 73 * 2 * 5), and 8760 runs in total.  
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5.4 Gaps in the Results 
 
This section highlights the main areas where there are gaps in the results 
for the XML and JSON set of experiments due to the program hanging for the 
compressors (for reasons mentioned in Sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2), data groups and 
transform variations mentioned below. Other missing data is captured in Section 
5.2 and Appendices A, B and C.  
 
5.4.1 XML Result Gaps 
 
The following results for all compression metrics are excluded from this 
chapter: 
 
■ PPMVC compression results for the PSD_SwissProt, RNA and ToxCast 
data groups.  
■ PPMd and PPMVC compression results for the Treebank, Wikimedia and 
XBench_XMark data groups.  
■ Tags data transform results for the Treebank data group.  
■ CharNgrams_Unused data transform with PPMd compression and 
WordNgrams_Unused data transform with PPMd compression for the RNA 
data group.  
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5.4.2 JSON Result Gaps 
 
The following results for all compression metrics are excluded from this 
chapter: 
 
■ The same gaps in results mentioned in Section 5.4.1 are also applicable to 
JSON.  
■ CharNgrams data transform for the Wikimedia data group.  
 
5.5 XML Empirical Results 
 
The following sections provide the results for the XML experiments 
implemented on the testing environment, (see Section 5.3 for details of the testing 
environment used for all experiments). All results analysis was conducted using 
Microsoft Excel. Refer to Figures 1 to 15 and Tables 1 to 12 in Appendix D for the 
XML results highlighted in this section. 
 
XML Comparison Compression Ratios 
The following shows the data transforms that provided better overall 
compression ratios compared to WRT, untransformed and XMill experiments. The 
percentage of how much they were better are shown in brackets: 
 
■ WRT-BWT 
– Caps (18.26%) 
– CharNgrams (2.25%) 
■ WRT-LZ77 
– Caps (19.57%) 
– CharNgrams (3.82%) 
■ WRT-PAQ 
– Caps (23.24%) 
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– CharNgrams (8.20%) 
■ WRT-PPM 
– Caps (22.64%) 
– CharNgrams (7.48%) 
■ Untransformed 
– Caps (9.29%) 
■ XMill-BZip2 
– Caps (6.26%) 
■ XMill-GZip 
– Caps (7.95%) 
 
The following shows the data transform variations that provided better 
overall compression ratios compared to WRT, untransformed and XMill 
experiments. The percentage of how much they were better are shown in brackets: 
 
■ WRT-BWT 
– Caps_ReusedPrefixes (20.11%) 
– Caps_UnusedPrefixes (16.41%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_Caps (4.62%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_Lowercase (4.53%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_UpperNumber (4.49%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_LowerNumber (4.48%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_Numbers (2.12%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_Unused (0.20%) 
■ WRT-LZ77 
– Caps_ReusedPrefixes (21.40%) 
– Caps_UnusedPrefixes (17.75%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_Caps (6.15%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_Lowercase (6.06%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_UpperNumber (6.02%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_LowerNumber (6.01%) 
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– CharNgrams_Existing_Numbers (3.69%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_Unused (1.80%) 
■ WRT-PAQ 
– Caps_ReusedPrefixes (24.98%) 
– Caps_UnusedPrefixes (21.50%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_Caps (10.43%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_Lowercase (10.34%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_UpperNumber (10.30%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_LowerNumber (10.30%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_Numbers (8.08%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_Unused (6.28%) 
– CharNgrams_Unused (1.61%) 
– Tags_UpperNumbers (1.08%) 
– Tags_LowerNumbers (1.07%) 
■ WRT-PPM 
– Caps_ReusedPrefixes (24.39%) 
– Caps_UnusedPrefixes (20.88%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_Caps (9.73%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_Lowercase (9.64%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_UpperNumber (9.60%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_LowerNumber (9.59%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_Numbers (7.36%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_Unused (5.54%) 
– CharNgrams_Unused (0.84%) 
– Tags_UpperNumbers (0.30%) 
– Tags_LowerNumbers (0.29%) 
■ Untransformed 
– Caps_ReusedPrefixes (11.35%) 
– Caps_UnusedPrefixes (7.24%) 
■ XMill-BZip2 
– Caps_ReusedPrefixes (8.38%) 
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– Caps_UnusedPrefixes (4.13%) 
■ XMill-GZip 
– Caps_ReusedPrefixes (10.03%) 
– Caps_UnusedPrefixes (5.86%) 
 
XML Comparison Compression Times 
The following shows the data transforms that provided better overall 
compression times compared to WRT, untransformed and XMill experiments. The 
percentage of how much they were better are shown in brackets: 
 
■ WRT-BWT 
– WordNgrams (26.91%) 
– CharNgrams (0.63%) 
■ WRT-LZ77 
– WordNgrams (23.06%) 
■ WRT-PAQ 
– WordNgrams (24.77%) 
■ WRT-PPM 
– WordNgrams (24.83%) 
■ Untransformed 
– WordNgrams (42.77%) 
– CharNgrams (22.19%) 
– Tags (16.71%) 
■ XMill-BZip2 
– Tags (13.37%) 
– CharNgrams (19.07%) 
– WordNgrams  (40.48%) 
 
The following shows the data transform variations that provided better 
overall compression times compared to WRT, untransformed and XMill 
experiments. The percentage of how much they were better are shown in brackets: 
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■ WRT-BWT 
– WordNgrams_Unused (29.76%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_Unused (28.67%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_Caps (27.60%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_Lowercase (27.49%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_UpperNumber (27.34%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_LowerNumber (25.62%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_Numbers (21.34%) 
– CharNgrams_Unused (8.32%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_Unused (2.47%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_Numbers (0.06%) 
■ WRT-LZ77 
– WordNgrams_Unused (26.06%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_Unused (24.91%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_Caps (23.78%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_Lowercase (23.67%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_UpperNumber (23.51%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_LowerNumber (21.70%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_Numbers (17.19%) 
– CharNgrams_Unused (3.48%) 
■ WRT-PAQ 
– WordNgrams_Unused (27.70%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_Unused (26.58%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_Caps (25.48%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_Lowercase (25.37%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_UpperNumber (25.21%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_LowerNumber (23.44%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_Numbers (19.04%) 
– CharNgrams_Unused (5.63%) 
■ WRT-PPM 
– WordNgrams_Unused (27.76%) 
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– WordNgrams_Existing_Unused (26.64%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_Caps (25.53%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_Lowercase (25.43%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_UpperNumber (25.27%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_LowerNumber (23.50%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_Numbers (19.10%) 
– CharNgrams_Unused (5.70%) 
■ Untransformed 
– WordNgrams_Unused (45.00%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_Unused (44.15%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_Caps (43.31%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_Lowercase (43.22%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_UpperNumber (43.10%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_LowerNumber (41.76%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_Numbers (38.41%) 
– CharNgrams_Unused (28.21%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_Unused (23.63%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_Numbers (21.74%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_LowerNumber (20.95%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_Caps (20.38%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_Lowercase (20.27%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_UpperNumber (20.19%) 
– Tags_Lowercase (18.28%) 
– Tags_Uppercase (18.28%) 
– Tags_LowerUpper (18.18%) 
– Tags_UpperLower (18.16%) 
– Tags_LowerNumbers (13.77%) 
– Tags_UpperNumbers (13.59%) 
■ XMill-BZip2 
– Tags_Lowercase (15.01%) 
– Tags_LowerNumbers (10.31%) 
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– Tags_LowerUpper (14.90%) 
– Tags_Uppercase (15.00%) 
– Tags_UpperLower (14.88%) 
– Tags_UpperNumbers (10.13%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_Caps (17.19%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_Lowercase (17.07%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_LowerNumber (17.79%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_Numbers (18.61%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_Unused (20.57%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_UpperNumber (16.99%) 
– CharNgrams_Unused (25.33%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_Caps (41.03%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_Lowercase (40.95%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_LowerNumber (39.43%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_Numbers (35.94%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_Unused (41.91%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_UpperNumber (40.83%) 
– WordNgrams_Unused (42.80%) 
 
XML Comparison Decompression Times 
The following shows the data transforms that provided better overall 
decompression times compared to WRT, untransformed and XMill experiments. 
The percentage of how much they were better are shown in brackets: 
 
■ WRT-BWT 
– WordNgrams (22.29%) 
– Tags (9.96%) 
– CharNgrams (4.42%) 
■ WRT-LZ77 
– WordNgrams (21.51%) 
– Tags (9.06%) 
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– CharNgrams (3.46%) 
■ WRT-PAQ 
– WordNgrams (18.54%) 
– Tags (5.61%) 
■ WRT-PPM 
– WordNgrams (18.65%) 
– Tags (5.74%) 
■ Untransformed 
– WordNgrams (28.12%) 
– Tags (16.71%) 
– CharNgrams (11.58%) 
■ XMill-BZip2 
– Tags (41.09%) 
– Caps (14.56%) 
– CharNgrams (37.47%) 
– WordNgrams (49.16%) 
■ XMill-PPMdi 
– Tags (74.12%) 
– Caps (62.47%) 
– CharNgrams (72.53%) 
– WordNgrams (77.67%) 
 
The following shows the data transform variations that provided better 
overall decompression times compared to WRT, untransformed and XMill 
experiments. The percentage of how much they were better are shown in brackets: 
 
■ WRT-BWT 
– WordNgrams_Unused (28.34%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_Unused (26.03%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_Lowercase (25.50%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_LowerNumber (22.90%) 
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– WordNgrams_Existing_UpperNumber (21.66%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_Numbers (18.54%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_Caps (12.74%) 
– CharNgrams_Unused (11.85%) 
– Tags_LowerUpper (11.69%) 
– Tags_UpperLower (11.23%) 
– Tags_Uppercase (11.19%) 
– Tags_Lowercase (10.95%) 
– Tags_UpperNumbers (7.81%) 
– Tags_LowerNumbers (6.88%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_Unused (6.58%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_Numbers (5.00%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_Caps (2.42%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_LowerNumber (2.03%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_Lowercase (1.72%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_UpperNumber (1.41%) 
■ WRT-LZ77 
– WordNgrams_Unused (27.62%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_Unused (25.29%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_Lowercase (24.75%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_LowerNumber (22.13%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_UpperNumber (20.87%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_Numbers (17.72%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_Caps (11.86%) 
– CharNgrams_Unused (10.96%) 
– Tags_LowerUpper (10.81%) 
– Tags_UpperLower (10.34%) 
– Tags_Uppercase (10.30%) 
– Tags_Lowercase (10.06%) 
– Tags_UpperNumbers (6.88%) 
– Tags_LowerNumbers (5.94%) 
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– CharNgrams_Existing_Unused (5.64%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_Numbers (4.04%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_Caps (1.44%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_LowerNumber (1.05%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_Lowercase (0.74%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_UpperNumber (0.42%) 
■ WRT-PAQ 
– WordNgrams_Unused (24.88%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_Unused (22.46%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_Lowercase (21.90%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_LowerNumber (19.18%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_UpperNumber (17.87%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_Numbers (14.60%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_Caps (8.52%) 
– CharNgrams_Unused (7.59%) 
– Tags_LowerUpper (7.43%) 
– Tags_UpperLower (6.95%) 
– Tags_Uppercase (6.90%) 
– Tags_Lowercase (6.65%) 
– Tags_UpperNumbers (3.35%) 
– Tags_LowerNumbers (2.38%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_Unused (2.07%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_Numbers (0.41%) 
■ WRT-PPM 
– WordNgrams_Unused (24.98%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_Unused (22.56%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_Lowercase (22.01%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_LowerNumber (19.28%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_UpperNumber (17.98%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_Numbers (14.72%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_Caps (8.64%) 
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– CharNgrams_Unused (7.71%) 
– Tags_LowerUpper (7.55%) 
– Tags_UpperLower (7.07%) 
– Tags_Uppercase (7.03%) 
– Tags_Lowercase (6.78%) 
– Tags_UpperNumbers (3.48%) 
– Tags_LowerNumbers (2.51%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_Unused (2.20%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_Numbers (0.54%) 
■ Untransformed 
– WordNgrams_Unused (33.71%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_Unused (31.57%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_Lowercase (31.08%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_LowerNumber (28.68%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_UpperNumber (27.53%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_Numbers (24.64%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_Caps (19.27%) 
– CharNgrams_Unused (18.45%) 
– Tags_LowerUpper (18.31%) 
– Tags_UpperLower (17.88%) 
– Tags_Uppercase (17.85%) 
– Tags_Lowercase (17.63%) 
– Tags_UpperNumbers (14.72%) 
– Tags_LowerNumbers (13.85%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_Unused (13.58%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_Numbers (12.11%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_Caps (9.73%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_LowerNumber (9.37%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_Lowercase (9.09%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_UpperNumber (8.80%) 
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■ XMill-BZip2 
– Tags_Lowercase (41.75%) 
– Tags_LowerNumbers (39.08%) 
– Tags_LowerUpper (42.23%) 
– Tags_Uppercase (41.90%) 
– Tags_UpperLower (41.93%) 
– Tags_UpperNumbers (39.69%) 
– Caps_ReusedPrefixes (11.09%) 
– Caps_UnusedPrefixes (18.03%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_Caps (36.16%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_Lowercase (35.71%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_LowerNumber (35.91%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_Numbers (37.85%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_Unused (38.88%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_UpperNumber (35.50%) 
– CharNgrams_Unused (42.33%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_Caps (42.91%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_Lowercase (51.26%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_LowerNumber (49.56%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_Numbers (46.71%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_Unused (51.61%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_UpperNumber (48.75%) 
– WordNgrams_Unused (53.12%) 
■ XMill-PPMdi 
– Tags_Lowercase (74.41%) 
– Tags_LowerNumbers (73.24%) 
– Tags_LowerUpper (74.62%) 
– Tags_Uppercase (74.48%) 
– Tags_UpperLower (74.49%) 
– Tags_UpperNumbers (73.50%) 
– Caps_ReusedPrefixes (60.94%) 
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– Caps_UnusedPrefixes (63.99%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_Caps (71.96%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_Lowercase (71.76%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_LowerNumber (71.85%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_Numbers (72.70%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_Unused (73.15%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_UpperNumber (71.67%) 
– CharNgrams_Unused (74.67%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_Caps (74.92%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_Lowercase (78.59%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_LowerNumber (77.84%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_Numbers (76.59%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_Unused (78.74%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_UpperNumber (77.48%) 
– WordNgrams_Unused (79.41%) 
 
5.6 JSON Empirical Results 
 
The following sections demonstrate the results for the JSON experiments 
with implementation and results analysis the same as in Section 5.5. Refer to 
Figures 1 to 15 and Tables 13 to 24 in Appendix D for the JSON results highlighted 
in this section. 
 
JSON Comparison Compression Ratios 
The following shows the data transforms that provided better overall 
compression ratios compared to WRT and untransformed data. The percentage of 
how much they were better are shown in brackets: 
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■ WRT-BWT 
– Caps (18.64%) 
– CharNgrams (1.62%) 
■ WRT-LZ77 
– Caps (19.68%) 
– CharNgrams (2.89%) 
– Tags (0.20%) 
■ WRT-PAQ 
– Caps (21.71%) 
– CharNgrams (5.34%) 
– Tags (2.72%) 
■ WRT-PPM 
– Caps (21.25%) 
– CharNgrams (4.78%) 
– Tags (2.15%) 
■ Untransformed 
– Caps (9.53%) 
 
The following shows the data transform variations that provided better 
overall compression ratios compared to WRT and untransformed data. The 
percentage of how much they were better are shown in brackets: 
 
■ WRT-BWT 
– Caps_ReusedPrefixes (20.73%) 
– Caps_UnusedPrefixes (16.54%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_Caps (4.06%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_Lowercase (3.98%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_UpperNumber (3.93%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_LowerNumber (3.93%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_Numbers (1.36%) 
– Tags_UpperNumbers (0.42%) 
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– Tags_LowerNumbers (0.40%) 
■ WRT-LZ77 
– Caps_ReusedPrefixes (21.75%) 
– Caps_UnusedPrefixes (17.62%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_Caps (5.30%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_Lowercase (5.22%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_UpperNumber (5.17%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_LowerNumber (5.16%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_Numbers (2.64%) 
– Tags_UpperNumbers (1.71%) 
– Tags_LowerNumbers (1.69%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_Unused (0.83%) 
■ WRT-PAQ 
– Caps_ReusedPrefixes (23.73%) 
– Caps_UnusedPrefixes (19.70%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_Caps (7.69%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_Lowercase (7.61%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_UpperNumber (7.56%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_LowerNumber (7.56%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_Numbers (5.10%) 
– Tags_UpperNumbers (4.19%) 
– Tags_LowerNumbers (4.17%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_Unused (3.34%) 
– Tags_Lowercase (2.03%) 
– Tags_Uppercase (2.02%) 
– Tags_LowerUpper (1.97%) 
– Tags_UpperLower (1.93%) 
■ WRT-PPM 
– Caps_ReusedPrefixes (23.28%) 
– Caps_UnusedPrefixes (19.23%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_Caps (7.15%) 
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– CharNgrams_Existing_Lowercase (7.07%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_UpperNumber (7.02%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_LowerNumber (7.01%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_Numbers (4.54%) 
– Tags_UpperNumbers (3.62%) 
– Tags_LowerNumbers (3.60%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_Unused (2.77%) 
– Tags_Lowercase (1.45%) 
– Tags_Uppercase (1.44%) 
– Tags_LowerUpper (1.39%) 
– Tags_UpperLower (1.35%) 
■ Untransformed 
– Caps_ReusedPrefixes (11.86%) 
– Caps_UnusedPrefixes (7.21%) 
 
JSON Comparison Compression Times 
The following shows the data transforms that provided better overall 
compression times compared to WRT and untransformed data. The percentage of 
how much they were better are shown in brackets: 
 
■ WRT-BWT 
– CharNgrams (12.16%) 
– WordNgrams (10.00%) 
■ WRT-LZ77 
– CharNgrams (9.88%) 
– WordNgrams (7.66%) 
■ WRT-PAQ 
– CharNgrams (12.37%) 
– WordNgrams (10.22%) 
■ WRT-PPM 
– CharNgrams (12.41%) 
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– WordNgrams (10.26%) 
■ Untransformed 
– CharNgrams (25.32%) 
– WordNgrams (23.49%) 
– Tags (14.65%) 
 
 
The following shows the data transform variations that provided better 
overall compression times compared to WRT and untransformed data. The 
percentage of how much they were better are shown in brackets: 
 
■ WRT-BWT 
– CharNgrams_Unused (18.07%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_LowerNumber (16.96%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_Unused (13.70%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_Numbers (12.55%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_LowerNumber (10.42%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_UpperNumber (10.19%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_Lowercase (10.12%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_Caps (10.11%) 
– WordNgrams_Unused (9.96%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_Unused (9.63%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_Numbers (8.56%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_Caps (8.41%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_UpperNumber (8.40%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_Lowercase (8.11%) 
– Tags_Uppercase (0.43%) 
– Tags_UpperLower (0.41%) 
– Tags_LowerUpper (0.22%) 
– Tags_Lowercase (0.14%) 
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■ WRT-LZ77 
– CharNgrams_Unused (15.94%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_LowerNumber (14.81%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_Unused (11.45%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_Numbers (10.28%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_LowerNumber (8.09%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_UpperNumber (7.86%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_Lowercase (7.78%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_Caps (7.78%) 
– WordNgrams_Unused (7.62%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_Unused (7.28%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_Numbers (6.18%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_Caps (6.03%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_UpperNumber (6.02%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_Lowercase (5.73%) 
■ WRT-PAQ 
– CharNgrams_Unused (18.27%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_LowerNumber (17.17%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_Unused (13.91%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_Numbers (12.76%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_LowerNumber (10.64%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_UpperNumber (10.41%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_Lowercase (10.34%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_Caps (10.33%) 
– WordNgrams_Unused (10.18%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_Unused (9.85%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_Numbers (8.78%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_Caps (8.63%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_UpperNumber (8.63%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_Lowercase (8.34%) 
– Tags_Uppercase (0.67%) 
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– Tags_UpperLower (0.66%) 
– Tags_LowerUpper (0.47%) 
– Tags_Lowercase (0.39%) 
■ WRT-PPM 
– CharNgrams_Unused (18.31%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_LowerNumber (17.20%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_Unused (13.95%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_Numbers (12.80%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_LowerNumber (10.68%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_UpperNumber (10.45%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_Lowercase (10.38%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_Caps (10.37%) 
– WordNgrams_Unused (10.22%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_Unused (9.89%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_Numbers (8.82%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_Caps (8.67%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_UpperNumber (8.67%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_Lowercase (8.38%) 
– Tags_Uppercase (0.71%) 
– Tags_UpperLower (0.70%) 
– Tags_LowerUpper (0.51%) 
– Tags_Lowercase (0.43%) 
■ Untransformed 
– CharNgrams_Unused (30.35%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_LowerNumber (29.41%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_Unused (26.63%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_Numbers (25.65%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_LowerNumber (23.84%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_UpperNumber (23.65%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_Lowercase (23.59%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_Caps (23.58%) 
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– WordNgrams_Unused (23.45%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_Unused (23.17%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_Numbers (22.26%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_Caps (22.13%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_UpperNumber (22.13%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_Lowercase (21.88%) 
– Tags_Uppercase (15.35%) 
– Tags_UpperLower (15.33%) 
– Tags_LowerUpper (15.17%) 
– Tags_Lowercase (15.11%) 
– Tags_LowerNumbers (13.49%) 
– Tags_UpperNumbers (13.43%) 
 
JSON Comparison Decompression Times 
The following shows the data transforms that provided better overall 
decompression times compared to WRT and untransformed data. The percentage 
of how much they were better are shown in brackets: 
 
■ WRT-BWT 
– WordNgrams (18.30%) 
– Tags (17.66%) 
– CharNgrams (15.77%) 
■ WRT-LZ77 
– WordNgrams (17.56%) 
– Tags (16.92%) 
– CharNgrams (15.00%) 
■ WRT-PAQ 
– WordNgrams (17.62%) 
– Tags (16.98%) 
– CharNgrams (15.07%) 
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■ WRT-PPM 
– WordNgrams (17.89%) 
– Tags (17.25%) 
– CharNgrams (15.35%) 
■ Untransformed 
– WordNgrams (26.87%) 
– Tags (26.30%) 
– CharNgrams (24.60%) 
 
The following shows the data transform variations that provided better 
overall decompression times compared to WRT and untransformed data. The 
percentage of how much they were better are shown in brackets: 
 
■ WRT-BWT 
– CharNgrams_Unused (22.53%) 
– WordNgrams_Unused (20.90%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_LowerNumber (20.83%) 
– Tags_UpperLower (18.85%) 
– Tags_Lowercase (18.49%) 
– Tags_LowerUpper (18.34%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_Unused (18.26%) 
– Tags_Uppercase (17.95%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_Unused (17.50%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_Numbers (17.34%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_UpperNumber (17.22%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_Lowercase (16.92%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_Caps (16.65%) 
– Tags_UpperNumbers (16.58%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_Numbers (15.81%) 
– Tags_LowerNumbers (15.76%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_UpperNumber (13.77%) 
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– CharNgrams_Existing_Caps (13.64%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_Lowercase (13.60%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_LowerNumber (13.59%) 
■ WRT-LZ77 
– CharNgrams_Unused (21.82%) 
– WordNgrams_Unused (20.18%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_LowerNumber (20.12%) 
– Tags_UpperLower (18.12%) 
– Tags_Lowercase (17.75%) 
– Tags_LowerUpper (17.60%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_Unused (17.52%) 
– Tags_Uppercase (17.21%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_Unused (16.76%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_Numbers (16.59%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_UpperNumber (16.46%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_Lowercase (16.17%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_Caps (15.89%) 
– Tags_UpperNumbers (15.82%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_Numbers (15.04%) 
– Tags_LowerNumbers (14.99%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_UpperNumber (12.99%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_Caps (12.86%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_Lowercase (12.81%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_LowerNumber (12.81%) 
■ WRT-PAQ 
– CharNgrams_Unused (21.88%) 
– WordNgrams_Unused (20.25%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_LowerNumber (20.18%) 
– Tags_UpperLower (18.18%) 
– Tags_Lowercase (17.82%) 
– Tags_LowerUpper (17.66%) 
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– WordNgrams_Existing_Unused (17.58%) 
– Tags_Uppercase (17.27%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_Unused (16.82%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_Numbers (16.65%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_UpperNumber (16.53%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_Lowercase (16.23%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_Caps (15.96%) 
– Tags_UpperNumbers (15.89%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_Numbers (15.11%) 
– Tags_LowerNumbers (15.06%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_UpperNumber (13.06%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_Caps (12.92%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_Lowercase (12.88%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_LowerNumber (12.88%) 
■ WRT-PPM 
– CharNgrams_Unused (22.14%) 
– WordNgrams_Unused (20.51%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_LowerNumber (20.44%) 
– Tags_UpperLower (18.45%) 
– Tags_Lowercase (18.08%) 
– Tags_LowerUpper (17.93%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_Unused (17.85%) 
– Tags_Uppercase (17.54%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_Unused (17.09%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_Numbers (16.92%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_UpperNumber (16.80%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_Lowercase (16.51%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_Caps (16.23%) 
– Tags_UpperNumbers (16.17%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_Numbers (15.39%) 
– Tags_LowerNumbers (15.34%) 
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– CharNgrams_Existing_UpperNumber (13.34%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_Caps (13.21%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_Lowercase (13.17%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_LowerNumber (13.16%) 
■ Untransformed 
– CharNgrams_Unused (30.65%) 
– WordNgrams_Unused (29.20%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_LowerNumber (29.14%) 
– Tags_UpperLower (27.37%) 
– Tags_Lowercase (27.04%) 
– Tags_LowerUpper (26.91%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_Unused (26.83%) 
– Tags_Uppercase (26.56%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_Unused (26.16%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_Numbers (26.01%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_UpperNumber (25.90%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_Lowercase (25.64%) 
– WordNgrams_Existing_Caps (25.39%) 
– Tags_UpperNumbers (25.33%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_Numbers (24.64%) 
– Tags_LowerNumbers (24.59%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_UpperNumber (22.81%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_Caps (22.70%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_Lowercase (22.66%) 
– CharNgrams_Existing_LowerNumber (22.65%) 
– Caps_UnusedPrefixes (2.45%) 
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5.7 XML vs JSON Empirical Results 
 
This section compares the performance of XML and JSON data formats in 
the experiments overall, with implementation and results analysis the same as in 
Sections 5.5 and 5.6, respectively. 
The results in Figure 7 and Table 6 demonstrate that XML was better than 
JSON for compression ratios and JSON was better than XML for compression and 
decompression times. These results were expected since verbose XML data would 
yield better compression ratios than the less verbose JSON data. Also, the 
compact nature of JSON data would produce faster compression and 
decompression processing times than larger XML data. Note that the results for the 
XMill experiments were excluded from this comparison in order to allow for a direct 
comparison between XML and JSON data formats. 
 
 
Figure 7. Overall XML vs JSON Compression Results 
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Table 6. Average Compression Results for XML vs JSON 
    Data 
Format 
Compression 
Ratio 
Compression Time 
(s) 
Decompression Time 
(s) 
XML 0.171 0.898 0.167 
JSON 0.191 0.609 0.117 
        
 
5.8 SMILES Case Study Empirical Results 
 
The following sections demonstrate the results for the SMILES Case Study 
experiments with implementation and results analysis the same as in Sections 5.5 
and 5.6. Refer to Figures 1 to 12 and Tables 1 to 9 in Appendix E for the SMILES 
Case Study results highlighted in this section. 
 
SMILES Comparison Compression Ratios 
The following shows the data transforms that provided better overall 
compression ratios compared to WRT and untransformed data. The percentage of 
how much they were better are shown in brackets: 
 
■ WRT-BWT 
– Periodic Number (35.48%) 
– Caps (26.58%) 
■ WRT-LZ77 
– Periodic Number (35.53%) 
– Caps (26.64%) 
■ WRT-PAQ 
– Periodic Number (35.48%) 
– Caps (26.58%) 
■ WRT-PPM 
– Periodic Number (35.48%) 
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– Caps (26.58%) 
■ Untransformed 
– Periodic Number (34.13%) 
– Caps (25.03%) 
 
The following shows the data transform variations that provided better 
overall compression ratios compared to WRT and untransformed data. The 
percentage of how much they were better are shown in brackets: 
 
■ WRT-BWT 
– Reused NumPrefix PeriodicNum (42.08%) 
– Stars NumPrefix PeriodicNum (37.37%) 
– Reused Prefixes (32.28%) 
– Unused NumPrefix PeriodicNum (26.99%) 
– Unused Prefixes (20.87%) 
■ WRT-LZ77 
– Reused NumPrefix PeriodicNum (42.13%) 
– Stars NumPrefix PeriodicNum (37.42%) 
– Reused Prefixes (32.34%) 
– Unused NumPrefix PeriodicNum (27.05%) 
– Unused Prefixes (20.94%) 
■ WRT-PAQ 
– Reused NumPrefix PeriodicNum (42.08%) 
– Stars NumPrefix PeriodicNum (37.37%) 
– Reused Prefixes (32.28%) 
– Unused NumPrefix PeriodicNum (26.99%) 
– Unused Prefixes (20.87%) 
■ WRT-PPM 
– Reused NumPrefix PeriodicNum (42.08%) 
– Stars NumPrefix PeriodicNum (37.37%) 
– Reused Prefixes (32.28%) 
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– Unused NumPrefix PeriodicNum (26.99%) 
– Unused Prefixes (20.87%) 
■ Untransformed 
– Reused NumPrefix PeriodicNum (40.86%) 
– Stars NumPrefix PeriodicNum (36.05%) 
– Reused Prefixes (30.86%) 
– Unused NumPrefix PeriodicNum (25.46%) 
– Unused Prefixes (19.21%) 
 
SMILES Comparison Compression Times 
The following shows the data transforms that provided better overall 
compression times compared to WRT and untransformed data. The percentage of 
how much they were better are shown in brackets: 
 
 
■ WRT-BWT 
– CharNgrams (0.34%) 
■ WRT-LZ77 
– CharNgrams (0.03%) 
■ WRT-PPM 
– CharNgrams (1.37%) 
■ Untransformed 
– CharNgrams (1.40%) 
 
The following shows the data transform variations that provided better 
overall compression times compared to WRT and untransformed data. The 
percentage of how much they were better are shown in brackets: 
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■ WRT-BWT 
– Unused (9.96%) 
– Existing_Unused (3.38%) 
– Existing_Numbers (1.12%) 
■ WRT-LZ77 
– Unused (9.68%) 
– Existing_Unused (3.08%) 
– Existing_Numbers (0.81%) 
■ WRT-PAQ 
– Unused (9.63%) 
– Existing_Unused (3.02%) 
– Existing_Numbers (0.75%) 
■ WRT-PPM 
– Unused (10.89%) 
– Existing_Unused (4.38%) 
– Existing_Numbers (2.14%) 
■ Untransformed 
– Unused (10.91%) 
– Existing_Unused (4.41%) 
– Existing_Numbers (2.16%) 
 
SMILES Comparison Decompression Times 
The following shows the data transforms that provided better overall 
decompression times compared to WRT and untransformed data. The percentage 
of how much they were better are shown in brackets: 
 
■ WRT-BWT 
– CharNgrams (1.51%) 
■ WRT-LZ77 
– CharNgrams (3.06%) 
■ WRT-PAQ 
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– CharNgrams (0.71%) 
■ WRT-PPM 
– CharNgrams (1.16%) 
■ Untransformed 
– CharNgrams (2.18%) 
 
The following shows the data transform variations that provided better 
overall decompression times compared to WRT and untransformed data. The 
percentage of how much they were better are shown in brackets: 
 
■ WRT-BWT 
– Unused (6.15%) 
– Existing_Unused (3.12%) 
– Existing_Numbers (1.86%) 
– Existing_LowerNumber (0.18%) 
– Existing_UpperNumber (0.01%) 
■ WRT-LZ77 
– Unused (7.63%) 
– Existing_Unused (4.64%) 
– Existing_Numbers (3.40%) 
– Existing_LowerNumber (1.75%) 
– Existing_UpperNumber (1.58%) 
– Existing_Caps (1.39%) 
– Existing_Lowercase (1.03%) 
■ WRT-PAQ 
– Unused (5.39%) 
– Existing_Unused (2.33%) 
– Existing_Numbers (1.06%) 
■ WRT-PPM 
– Unused (5.82%) 
– Existing_Unused (2.77%) 
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– Existing_Numbers (1.51%) 
■ Untransformed 
– Unused (6.79%) 
– Existing_Unused (3.78%) 
– Existing_Numbers (2.53%) 
– Existing_LowerNumber (0.86%) 
– Existing_UpperNumber (0.69%) 
– Existing_Caps (0.50%) 
– Existing_Lowercase (0.13%) 
 
5.9 Results Analysis Discussion 
 
This section provides a discussion of the results obtained for the XML, 
JSON and SMILES case studies.  
 
The results clearly indicate that using transforms over XML, JSON and 
SMILES data-specific data does improve compression. However, they also show 
that some transforms are better suited to providing better compression ratios, 
some are better to providing better compression times and others for 
decompression times. So, the data transforms can be selected according to your 
requirements in terms of the need for better compressed output size or processing 
times. In terms of data-specific transforms, the SMILES case study showed that 
the Periodic Number data-specific transform was better for compression rather 
than compression and decompression times. Refer to Figures 1 to 15 and Tables 1 
to 24 in Appendix D for the XML and JSON results, and Figures 1 to 12 and Tables 
1 to 9 in Appendix E for the SMILES Case Study results discussed sections 5.9.1 
to 5.9.3. 
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5.9.1 Data Transforms 
 
In terms of providing better compressed output size, the results showed that 
for both XML and JSON data formats, capital conversion was the best data 
transform, triumphing over the n-gram and tag substitutions. In particular, the 
results for XML showed that capital conversion was 16.38% better than character 
n-gram substitution, 23.95% better than tag conversions and 28.24% better than 
word n-gram substitution. The results for JSON showed that capital conversion 
was 19.52% better than tag conversions, 17.30% better than character n-gram and 
26.64% better than word n-gram substitutions. This was due to this type of 
transform expanding the original data with the added prefixes, and the substitution 
of uppercase characters with existing lowercase characters. Character n-gram 
substitution was shown to provide better compressed output sizes compared to tag 
conversions by 9.05% for XML and 2.69% for JSON. This was expected since in 
these controlled experiments, the character n-gram substitutions were limited to a 
set of 26 n-gram substitutions per file, based on the most frequent n-grams, 
whereas, in the tag conversions, the dictionaries contained all the distinct element 
names for the substitutions which varied for each data file. Therefore, character n-
gram transforms were better than tag conversions since they captured n-grams of 
the actual content as well as parts of the repetitive and verbose structure.  
Tag conversions were better than the word n-gram substitutions by 5.64% 
for XML and 8.84% for JSON, since once again, as explained above, the distinct 
elements collected were based on all elements in the file structure and the number 
collected varied, compared to the fixed number of word n-grams collected, as per 
the character n-grams, of 26. In an ideal research set up, to allow for further 
extensive n-gram research to be conducted on such data, it would be far more 
beneficial and insightful to tailor and gather numbers of character and word n-
grams, to the type of data being examined and the size and complexity of such 
data.  
The benefits of capital conversion, character and word n-gram substitutions 
and tag conversion transforms for compressed output size have been discussed in 
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Section 2.7. The results for compression times showed that for both XML and 
JSON, both character and word n-gram transforms were faster at compressing 
files. The results for XML showed that tag conversions were 29.34% faster than 
capital conversions, and character n-gram and word n-gram substitutions were 
33.99% and 51.45% better than capital conversions respectively. Character n-gram 
and word n-gram subsitututions were also 6.58% and 31.29% better than tag 
conversions respectively. Word n-gram substitutions were 26.45% better than 
character n-gram substitutions. The results for JSON showed that tag conversions 
were 29.27% better than capital conversions, along with character n-gram and 
word n-gram substitutions showing better results of 38.11% and 36.59% 
respectively. Character n-gram and word n-gram substitutions were also shown to 
have better results than tag conversions by 12.51% and 10.36% respectively. 
Character n-gram substitutions provided slightly better results than word n-gram 
substitutions by 2.39%. This was mainly due to the reduction in file sizes after 
transformation. On the other hand, the tag and capital conversions were slower in 
contrast due to larger file sizes following transformation. The decompression 
results for XML showed that word n-gram substitutions were 13.70% better than 
tag conversions; tag conversions were 31.06% better than capital conversions and 
character n-gram and word n-gram substitutions were 26.81% and 40.50% better 
respectively than capital conversions; tag conversions were 5.80% better than 
character n-gram substitutions and word n-gram substitutions were 18.70% better 
than char n-gram substitutions. The results for JSON showed that word n-gram 
substitutions were 0.77% better than tag conversions; tag conversions were 
27.44% better than capital conversions and character and word n-gram 
substitutions were 25.77% and 28.00% better than capital conversions; and tag 
conversions were 2.25% better than character n-gram subsitutions compared to 
word n-gram substitutions which were 3.00% better. The ranking of the transforms 
in terms of decompression times were the complete reverse of compression ratios, 
signifying that compressed output size and decompression times are directly 
affected by each other. This information is useful to developers to ascertain how 
much querying times are impacted during decompression, which files would be 
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queried the most, which files should be transformed with which transform and 
transform variation, whether compressed output size or processing is more of a 
concern or both, and so on. 
In applying data-specific transforms to SMILES data in the SMILES case 
study, the results demonstrated that the atomic element substitution faired better in 
compressed output size post compression, compared to the other general-purpose 
data transform techniques as applied to the XML and JSON datasets in previous 
experiments, namely, the capital conversion and character n-gram transforms. The 
results showed that the periodic number transform was 12.13% better than capital 
conversion; and that capital conversion and the periodic number transform were 
both 30.04% and 38.52% better respectively than the character n-gram 
substitution. The results for the data-specific transform were expected for SMILES 
data since the conversion of atomic elements to their corresponding numbers 
would reduce the number of distinct characters to compress. This result supports 
previous studies where data format-specific compressors have been developed, 
such as those discussed in Section 2.4 geared towards compressing XML data for 
instance, to enable compression of such data based on the structure of the data.  
Although the transforms used in this thesis do include structure related 
transforms, such as tag conversions, other general purpose transforms have been 
used that focus on the data as a whole rather than just the structure. This is in 
contrast to data format-specific compressors, that focus mainly on the structure of 
the documents that they are designed to compress. The results from the 
experiments demonstrate that applying generic transforms to XML, JSON and 
data-specific SMILES data also improves compression. XML-specific compressors, 
on the other hand, only allow for compression of XML data, whereas, this thesis 
was concerned with developing both general-purpose transforms that could be 
applied to any type of data and data format, and also with developing domain-
specific transforms using similar substitution and dictionary approaches, that allow 
transforms to be easily adopted and adaptable to domain-specific data.  
As already mentioned, the results demonstrated that capital conversions 
was the next best result in terms of data compressed output size after 
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compression. Again, the number of distinct characters would be reduced and this 
transform, although a general-purpose transform, was particularly useful for 
SMILES data since atomic elements start with capital letters. The character n-gram 
transform provided the worst compressed output size overall, although character n-
gram level 2, as expected for this type of data, provided very good compressed 
output size compared to the other n-gram levels, as will also be seen later. 
Coinciding with the trend for XML and JSON data formats, character n-gram 
substitutions also provided faster compression and decompression times for data-
specific SMILES data. Leaving the atomic element substitution and capital 
conversion transforms behind in processing times. Specifically, the results showed 
that character n-gram substitution was faster than capital conversion during 
compression by 34.52%; and capital conversion was 14.90% faster than the 
periodic number transform along with character n-gram substitution by 44.28%. For 
decompression times the results demonstrated that character n-gram substitution 
was 15.04% faster than capital conversion; and both capital conversion and 
character n-gram substitution were 11.06% and 24.43% better than the periodic 
number transform. 
In general, capital conversions and character n-gram substitutions further 
increased the transformed file sizes after transformation, compared to the tag and 
word n-gram substitutions, which decreased the transformed file sizes. This means 
that the compression ratios were improved during compression for the capital and 
character n-gram transformed files, compared to the tag and word n-gram 
transformed files. Also, for domain-specific data, such as SMILES, data-specific 
transforms, such as the atomic element substitution, can notably improve 
compression of the type of data the transform is tailored specifically for. 
Compression and decompression times were worse when good compressed 
output size was provided, and vice-versa, better processing times with worse 
compressed output size. For general and data-specific data, it can be noted that 
compressed output size and processing (compression and decompression) times 
impact each other. Better compressed output size compensates on processing 
times, better processing times compensate on compressed output size. 
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One could also argue that the conversion of XML data to JSON can be 
considered as a useful additional transform step in the compression process, since 
JSON was designed to provide a compact alternative to XML (refer to Section 2.5). 
The information contained in the results regarding JSON data will be beneficial for 
developers when looking at processing certain types of data. This extra step can 
establish itself as being useful when used in the whole selection process criteria.  
The studies have shown that transforming files prior to compression can 
further extend file sizes, depending on which transform or transform variation (as 
will be discussed later) is being used. However, the results also establish that 
favourable compression results can nonetheless be successfully achieved. It is 
important to note that the process of transforming files can add extra processing 
times both prior to compression and after decompression. Although particularly for 
domain-specific data transforms, such as the atomic element substitution carried 
out for SMILES data, as long as the transforming dictionary is available to view, or 
in this case even if the dictionary was not available but the transforming technique 
and grammar was known, then it would be possible to use the transformed files in 
their transformed state (without the process of detransformation taking place), for 
querying purposes for example. This would be simple in this case since the 
information relating to atomic elements and their corresponding atomic numbers 
are widely available and easily located. A simple mapping is all it would take to 
process a file in their transformed state for SMILES data. This could be applied to 
other domain-specific data depending on the data-specific transforms being used 
and the method used to implement them.  
For a simple dictionary approach, mapping information is all that is required 
to easily obtain the required information. The same could be applied to other 
general purpose transformed files from other data formats, such as XML and 
JSON. For example, in the tag conversions, particularly for querying purposes, if 
the tag information is known alongside its substitution characters, then the file 
could be subsequently parsed and queried in its transformed state. 
The experiments have shown that relevant general purpose transforms can 
be applied to varied types of data from different data formats of varying sizes. 
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Some transforms can also be applied to domain-specific data to improve 
compression alongside data-specific transforms tailored to that type of data, such 
as the results from the SMILES case study. 
 
5.9.2 Data Transform Variations 
 
Further examination of the data transforms can be done on a granular level, 
with respect to the following: 
 
■ Existing and unused symbols 
■ Alphabetical, alphanumeric and numeric characters 
■ Uppercase and lowercase letters 
 
Existing and Unused Symbols 
In terms of providing better compressed output size after compression, the 
compression ratios for XML, JSON and SMILES data demonstrated that using 
existing characters for the addition of prefixes in the capital conversion transforms 
provided better compressed output size in comparison to their unused 
counterparts. Specifically, the results for XML, JSON and SMILES demonstrated 
that using existing prefixes for this transform were 4.43%, 5.01% and 14.42% 
better, respectively. The same conclusions from the results were encountered for 
all three sets of experiments for the character n-gram substitution, where the use of 
existing characters in the transformation process were better on the whole 
compared to unused characters. For this transform using existing characters was 
found to be 4% to 9% better than using unused characters for XML and JSON, and 
5% to 10% for SMILES. This trend continued for the word n-gram substitution for 
JSON data showing an improvement of 2% to 5%. However, a slight deviation in 
this result was found in the word n-gram substitution, whereby for XML data on the 
whole, the results did show that the use of existing characters was predominantly 
better compared to unused characters with the results showing an improvement of 
2% to 6%. However, the transform variation, Existing_Numbers, was found to be 
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slightly worse than the unused character variation by 1.08%. In the SMILES case 
study, the atomic element substitution transform demonstrated that reusing existing 
characters also benefited compressed output size for this type of data by 20.67% 
compared to unused characters. The star encoding transform variation was also 
shown to be better than unused characters by 14.21%. 
The results for XML, JSON and SMILES demonstrated that reusing existing 
characters in the capital conversion transform provided slower compression times 
compared to unused characters, by 7.45%, 12.08% and 24.48% respectively. 
Similarly, the results for the character n-gram transform variations showed that 
reusing existing characters was 6% to 11%, 5% to 10%, and 7% to 15% slower 
respectively. The word n-gram transform variations showed that using existing 
characters provided up to 12% slower compression times for XML, and up to 2% 
slower results for JSON with the exception of the Existing_Lowernumber transform 
variation, which was 7.78% faster than the unused character transform variation. 
Also compared to the unused characters transform variation, the results for 
SMILES showed that using the existing character and the star encoding transform 
variations were 34.60% and 21.43% slower. 
Decompression times provided similar results whereby all studies 
demonstrated that reusing existing characters was worse than the unused 
character transform variations. For XML, JSON and SMILES data, the capital 
conversion transform demonstrated that reusing existing characters was 8.46%, 
8.25% and 14.45% worse than the unused character variations, respectively. The 
results for the character n-gram transform showed that the existing character 
variations were 6% to 12% slower for both XML and JSON, and 3% to 7% slower 
at decompression for SMILES. The results for the word n-gram transform showed 
that using existing characters was 3% to 22% slower for XML and up to 5% slower 
for JSON. For SMILES data, the atomic element substitution results demonstrated 
that using the existing character and star encoded transform variations provided 
slower decompression times by 25.91% and 15.18% respectively, compared to the 
unused character transform variation. 
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Alphabetical, Alphanumeric and Numeric Characters 
For the tag conversion, alphanumeric transform variations provided up to 
3% better compression ratios than alphabetical variations for XML and 2% for 
JSON. For character n-gram substitutions, it was found that alphanumeric 
variations were slightly worse than alphabetical by up to 0.15% for XML and up to 
1% for JSON. Similarly, compression ratios were 3% worse for the numeric 
variation compared to alphabetical for both XML and JSON. For the SMILES case 
study, the alphanumeric data transform variations were found to provide slightly 
better compression ratios than the alphabetic variations by up to 1%, however, the 
numeric variation showed 3% worse compression ratios compared to the 
alphabetic variations. Also, for the word n-gram substitutions, alphanumeric 
transform variations were up to 1% better and numeric transform variations were 
up to 6% worse than the alphabetic variations for XML. However, the results for 
JSON demonstrated mixed compression ratio results for the alphanumeric and 
alphabetic transform variations, and slightly worse results for the numeric transform 
variation by 1% compared to the alphabetic variations. 
Compression times for the tag conversion on both XML and JSON, showed 
that the alphanumeric transform variations were slower than the alphabetic 
variations by 6% for XML and 2% for JSON. The results for character n-gram 
substitutions demonstrated mixed results for alphanumeric and alphabetic 
transform variations for XML, and a 1% improvement in compression times for 
alphanumeric variations for both JSON and SMILES. The numeric variations 
compared to alphabetic variations showed 2%, 3% and 4% improvements in 
compression times for XML, JSON and SMILES, respectively. The word n-gram 
substitution results for the alphanumeric variations showed that they were worse by 
3% for XML and better by up to 10% for JSON, compared to alphabetic variations. 
The numeric variation for this transform showed that XML was 9% worse and 
JSON was up to 1% better than the alphabetic variations. 
Decompression times for tag conversion demonstrated that the 
alphanumeric transform variations were 3% to 6% slower for XML and 1% to 4% 
slower for JSON, than the alphabetic variations. The results for the character n-
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gram substitution demonstrated mixed results between alphanumeric and 
alphabetic variations for both XML and JSON. Whereas, the results for SMILES 
showed a 1% improvement to the alphanumeric variation. The results for the 
numeric transform variation showed 3%, 2% and 2% improvements compared to 
the alphabetic variations, for XML, JSON and SMILES respectively. The word n-
gram substitution transform variations showed mixed results among the 
alphanumeric, alphabetic and numeric transform variations for XML. Whereas, 
JSON demonstrated slightly better results for the alphanumeric variations by up to 
5% and for the numeric variations by 1%. 
 
Uppercase and Lowercase Letters 
The compression ratio results for the tag conversion transform 
demonstrated that the uppercase transform variations were slightly better than 
lowercase by up to 0.05% for XML, however, JSON provided mixed results. The 
improvements were also negligible for the character n-gram uppercase variations 
by up to 0.1% for both XML and JSON, however, SMILES provided mixed results 
for this transform. The results for the word n-gram substitution also did not form a 
pattern with its mixed results for both uppercase and lowercase variations for XML 
and JSON. 
Compression times for the tag conversion transform showed only slight 
improvements in speed for XML by up to 0.2% for the lowercase transform 
variations compared to the uppercase variations, however, JSON provided mixed 
results. Whereas, the negligible improvements for the character n-gram lowercase 
variations were up to 0.2% for JSON and up to 0.5% for SMILES compared to the 
uppercase variations, however, XML provided mixed results for this transform. The 
results for the word n-gram substitution demonstrated that uppercase was slightly 
faster than lowercase for XML by up to 2% and no pattern was formed for JSON 
due to its mixed results. 
Decompression times showed no pattern between uppercase and 
lowercase in the tag conversion transform for both XML and JSON. Both XML and 
SMILES also formed no pattern in the character n-gram substitutions, whereas, 
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improvements to the uppercase variations were up to 0.2% for JSON. The results 
for the word n-gram substitution demonstrated that lowercase variations were 
faster than uppercase variations for both XML and JSON by up to 15% and 4% 
respectively. 
The principle and benefits of reusing characters for substitutions and also 
for added prefixes in the data transform variations to improve compression was 
taken from the star encoding scheme described in Section 2.7.2. This has shown 
that compression can be improved due to the reduction in the number of distinct 
characters to compress. Prefixes are also useful to ensure data integrity is kept 
intact and to avoid ambiguity on detransformation. These granular approaches to 
data transform variations have been shown in these experiments to improve 
compression for XML, JSON and domain-specific SMILES data.  
 
5.9.3 Character and Word N-Gram Transform Levels 
 
In terms of providing better data compressed output size, XML data 
provided better compression ratios for character n-gram levels 2 and 3 by 14.55% 
and 6.82% respectively, levels 4 to 7 were only marginally better by up to 3% and 
levels 8 and 9 were only up to 0.5% worse compared to level 10, whereas, for word 
n-gram substitutions, all levels were 14% to 19% better compared to word n-gram 
level 2. The results for JSON data showed that compression ratios were better for 
character n-gram levels 2, 3 and 4 by 15.66%, 7.92% and 5.53% respectively, and 
levels 5 to 9 were up to 3% better compared to level 10, whereas, for word n-gram 
all levels provided a 2% to 5% improvement in the compressed output size 
compared to level 1. For SMILES data, character n-gram level 2 was better by 
8.38% and the rest of the levels were up to 7% worse than level 10. Better 
compression ratios for character n-gram level 2 overall was expected due to the 
higher frequencies of these particular n-grams compared to the other character n-
gram levels. In contrast, better compression ratios were generally provided for the 
higher word n-gram levels for both XML and JSON, this was due to these n-grams 
consisting of words relating to the XML and JSON document structures. Since XML 
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is more verbose than JSON, XML showed greater improvements in compression 
ratios for the higher word n-gram levels generally compared to JSON. 
Compression times for XML show that character n-gram levels 3 to 8 are 
9% to 13% better than level 2, and that levels 9 and 10 are 28% to 29% better 
respectively, whereas, JSON shows that all levels are 10-13% better than level 2 
and SMILES demonstrates that all levels are 12% to 19% better than level 2. For 
the word n-gram substitution, n-gram level 2 was 17.22% better and the other 
levels were 2% to 3% better than level 3 for XML. For JSON, word n-gram levels 1, 
2, 3, and 5 were 9.96%, 4.18%, 6.46% and 1.28% better than level 4, respectively. 
Decompression times were shown to be similar to compression times for XML, 
whereby character n-gram levels 3 to 8 for XML were 9% to 14% better than level 
2 and levels 9 and 10 were 24% better; the same similarity can be found in the 
results for JSON, whereby all levels were 8% to 15% better than level 2. The XML 
decompression results for word n-gram levels demonstrated that level 2 was 
16.98% better than level 5, and the other levels were only marginally up to 1.6% 
better than level 5. The results for JSON showed that levels 1, 2, 3 and 5 were 
7.53%, 3.52%, 5.16% and 1.73% better than level 4, respectively. The 
decompression results for SMILES showed that levels 3 to 6 were faster by 7% to 
10% in ascending order compared to level 2 and levels 7 to 10 were 8% to 9% 
faster than level 2 in descending order. 
Both character and word n-gram level experiments showed that after a 
certain point there was not much improvement to compression, where it levels off 
in the graphs. This finding is supported in literature [61] in reference to n-grams. 
Although the n-gram research conducted in this study contributes to existing 
research discourse in this area, as it shows how both character and word n-gram 
levels compare when using compression over transformed files using various 
transforms, compared to the previous n-gram literature which generally shows n-
grams being tested on untransformed data. This could be a fruitful area for future 
work. 
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5.9.4 Balancing Compressed Output Size and Processing Times 
 
In one form or another, the results did demonstrate some balance between 
compressed output size and processing times, whether this was between 
compressed output size and compression times or decompression times, or 
between compression and decompression times. These are based on the 
observed overall graphs for compression algorithms as shown in Appendices D 
and E. 
The results for XML demonstrated that a balance existed for the 7Zip 
compression algorithm between compression ratios and decompression times as 
they were 93.79% and 96.77% better than compression times, respectively. 
Similarly, PPMd also illustrated a balance between these two metrics as they were 
26.68% and 28.33% worse than compression times, respectively. PPMVC showed 
a balance between compression ratios and compression times as they were 
45.28% and 42.07% better than decompression times. XMill-PPMdi demonstrated 
a balance between compression times and decompression times since they were 
both 415% worse than compression ratios. Looking at cases where the results 
showed some balance, which was defined as up to 20% difference between the 
metrics, BZip2 showed some balance between compression ratios and 
decompression times since they were 90.92% and 76.45% better than 
compression times respectively. XMill-BZip2 demonstrated some balance between 
these two metrics as they were 87.88% and 76.31% better than compression times 
respectively. Similarly, XMill-GZip also demonstrated some balance in these 
metrics as they were 71.94% and 83.23% better than compression times. 
The results for JSON showed a balance for 7Zip and BZip2 between the 
compression ratios and decompression times metrics. The results showed that for 
7Zip these metrics were 89.81% and 96.60% better than compression times 
respectively, and for BZip2 they were 83.07% and 76.66% better than compression 
times respectively. PPMVC demonstrated a balance between compression ratios 
and compression times since they were 27.38% and 32.64% better than 
decompression times respectively. PPMd showed some balance between 
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compression times and decompression times as they were 42.35% and 28.96% 
better than compression ratios respectively. 
SMILES showed a balance between the compression and decompression 
times metrics for the PPMd compression algorithm. Compression times were 
69.70% and decompression times were 63.83% better than compression ratios. 
Further analysis of the compression metrics demonstrated that, overall for 
XML, JSON and SMILES data, negative correlations existed for both compression 
and decompression times when compared against compression ratios for all data 
transforms, data transform variations, character n-gram and word n-gram levels. 
However, no correlation could be deduced from the compression algorithms 
results. The analysis also showed that positive correlations existed between 
decompression and compression times when compared against each other for all 
data and scenarios, except for compression algorithms. Refer to Figures 16 to 25 
and Tables 25 to 29 in Appendix D for the XML results; Figures 26 to 35 and 
Tables 30 to 34 in Appendix D for the JSON results; and Figures 13 to 20 and 
Tables 10 to 13 in Appendix E for the SMILES Case Study results discussed here. 
These insights are useful since it can be seen that providing better 
compressed output size can have an adverse effect on either compression or 
decompression or both of these processing times, and vice-versa. This information 
is key to providing developers with guidance on the best compression algorithm to 
use for their data, depending on whether they require better compression ratios, 
compression times or decompression times, or a combination of these. An ideal 
situation would be to be able to balance both compressed output size with 
processing times where possible. 
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5.9.5 Statistical Significance Testing 
 
The null (H0) and alternative (HA) hypotheses stated below were to test the 
effect of compression algorithms, data transforms and data formats on the 
compression metrics. Multivariate Analysis of Variances (MANOVAs) were 
selected over conducting a series of multiple Analysis of Variances (ANOVAs) as 
the most suitable statistical tests for all hypotheses to reduce the probability of 
making a Type I error, and also to see the effect of the results on the combination 
of the compression metrics [29]. The statistical tests were carried out using SPSS 
[74] and the results were as follows: 
 
XML 
■ (H0): The XML results of the combination of average compression ratios, 
average compression times and average decompression times metrics do 
not differ by compression algorithms and data transforms. 
 
■ (HA): The XML results of the combination of average compression ratios, 
average compression times and average decompression times metrics do 
differ by compression algorithms and data transforms. 
 
To investigate differences among the nine compression algorithms, 
comprising of six general-purpose and three XMill compression algorithms, and 
four data transforms, the following three dependent variables were entered into a 
multiple-factor between-subjects MANOVA: average compression ratios, average 
compression times and average decompression times. Non-significant multivariate 
effects were found for compression algorithms, data transforms and the interaction 
between compression algorithms and data transforms. Therefore, the null 
hypothesis was not rejected and it was assumed that the scores on the 
combination of the compression metrics did not differ by compression algorithms 
and data transforms. 
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JSON 
■ (H0): The JSON results of the combination of average compression ratios, 
average compression times and average decompression times metrics do 
not differ by compression algorithms and data transforms. 
 
■ (HA): The JSON results of the combination of average compression ratios, 
average compression times and average decompression times metrics do 
differ by compression algorithms and data transforms. 
 
To investigate differences among the six general-purpose compression 
algorithms and four data transforms, the following three dependent variables were 
entered into a multiple-factor between-subjects MANOVA: average compression 
ratios, average compression times and average decompression times. Non-
significant multivariate effects were found for compression algorithms, data 
transforms and the interaction between compression algorithms and data 
transforms. Therefore, the null hypothesis was not rejected and it was assumed 
that the scores on the combination of the compression metrics did not differ by 
compression algorithms and data transforms. 
 
SMILES Case Study 
■ (H0): The SMILES Case Study results of the combination of average 
compression ratios, average compression times and average 
decompression times metrics do not differ by compression algorithms and 
data transforms. 
 
■ (HA): The SMILES Case Study results of the combination of average 
compression ratios, average compression times and average 
decompression times metrics do differ by compression algorithms and data 
transforms. 
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To investigate differences among the six general-purpose compression 
algorithms and three data transforms, comprising of two general-purpose data 
transforms and one data-specific transform, the following three dependent 
variables were entered into a multiple-factor between-subjects MANOVA: average 
compression ratios, average compression times and average decompression 
times. Non-significant multivariate effects were found for compression algorithms, 
data transforms and the interaction between compression algorithms and data 
transforms. Therefore, the null hypothesis was not rejected and it was assumed 
that the scores on the combination of the compression metrics did not differ by 
compression algorithms and data transforms. 
 
XML vs JSON 
■ (H0): The XML and JSON results of the combination of average 
compression ratios, average compression times and average 
decompression times metrics do not differ by compression algorithms, data 
transforms and data formats. 
 
■ (HA): The XML and JSON results of the combination of average 
compression ratios, average compression times and average 
decompression times metrics do differ by compression algorithms, data 
transforms and data formats. 
 
In order to provide a direct comparison between XML and JSON data 
formats the XMill experimental results were excluded from this MANOVA test. To 
investigate differences among the six general-purpose compression algorithms, 
four data transforms and two data formats, the following three dependent variables 
were entered into a multiple-factor between-subjects MANOVA: average 
compression ratios, average compression times and average decompression 
times. Non-significant multivariate effects were found for compression algorithms, 
data transforms, data formats, the interaction between compression algorithms and 
data transforms, compression algorithms and data formats, data transforms and 
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data formats, and between the interaction between data algorithms, data 
transforms and data formats. Therefore, the null hypothesis was not rejected and it 
was assumed that the scores on the combination of the compression metrics did 
not differ by compression algorithms, data transforms and data formats. 
 
5.10 Chapter Summary 
 
This chapter provided detailed results from a comparative analysis of XML 
and JSON data using tag document structure, capital letter, character and word-n-
gram transforms, with a variety of transform variations that included: 
 
■ Alphabetical, alphanumeric and numeric characters 
■ Uppercase and lowercase letters 
■ Existing and unused symbols 
 
For the SMILES case study, the relevant capital letter and character-n-gram 
transforms were adopted and a domain-specific transform was used. In this case, 
this was the atomic number substitution.   As described previously, transform 
variations were also used in this case study. All results for the XML study were 
compared with XMill and the results for all studies were compared with the WRT 
transforms and untransformed data.  
This chapter also discussed these results further in terms of the best 
compression compressed output size and processing time results for data 
transforms, data transform variations, character and word n-gram levels, balanced 
compressed output size and processing times and statistical significance. 
All studies demonstrated that using some data transforms and transform 
variations over XML, JSON and SMILES data did improve compression ratios, 
compression and decompression times when compared to XMill, WRT and 
untransformed data. The studies also showed that using the different transform 
variations did provide some extra compression benefits. XML generally provided 
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better compression ratios than JSON, and JSON provided better compression and 
decompression times compared to XML. An analysis of the different compression 
metrics with compression algorithms identified which compression algorithms were 
balanced according to their compression ratios, compression and decompression 
times. The compression algorithms 7Zip, BZip2, PPMd and PPMVC, in particular, 
were identified as balanced for the XML and JSON studies. Further analysis of the 
compression metrics highlighted a correlation between compression times and 
decompression times for all studies. Finally, the results for the MANOVA statistical 
tests carried out for all hypotheses stated, demonstrated that these results were 
not statistically significant and thus all the null hypotheses were accepted. The next 
chapter concludes this thesis. 
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Chapter 6 
 
Conclusions and Future Work 
 
6.1 Introduction 
 
The previous chapter presented, analysed and discussed the results of both 
the XML and JSON main study and the SMILES case study. 
 
This chapter concludes this thesis with the following: 
 
■ Research outcomes 
■ Practical and theoretical contributions 
■ Study limitations and future work 
 
6.2 Thesis Contributions 
 
Research Outcomes 
This study demonstrated, with transforms and a number of different 
transform variations, that using general-purpose compressors over transformed 
data can effectively improve compression further, whether that be improvement of 
data compressed output size or processing times or both. The results also 
revealed that in some cases, the transforms and transform variations developed in 
this study were better than using an existing XML-Specific compressor, such as 
XMill, and an existing general-purpose transform technique, namely WRT, and also 
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better than the results for compression over untransformed data. Similar 
improvements were noted for the results of the SMILES case study, using both 
data-specific and relevant general-purpose transforms. In general, it can be 
concluded that transforms developed for both generic and specific data can 
enhance compression when used with other compressors. 
The experimental approach in this study shows that general purpose 
compressors and transforms and transform variations can be applied to any type of 
data of any format and tailored accordingly, generally without restrictions, 
compared to other existing techniques, such as XML-specific compressors, and so 
on. The results from both XML and JSON formats can be generalised across 
results from similar data formats, since XML and JSON formats are fairly similar in 
terms of the need for a structured document with element tags. However, the 
structure of a JSON document is far less verbose in comparison to an equivalent 
XML document, therefore, this suggests that the results from these data formats 
can be generalised with similar data formats to XML and JSON, in terms of 
document structure. It could also be argued that due to the less verbose nature of 
JSON documents, which results in JSON files being more text based compared to 
XML documents, the results from the JSON set of experiments could also be 
somewhat generalised, with some caution in areas, with data that contains less 
structure or even with no structure; just textual data. Data from the SMILES case 
study, on the other hand can closely be generalised with other SMILES data 
available in databases within the Chemoinformatics industry. 
This has wide implications in industry today where data is continuously 
growing, where data types and data formats are being developed and extended. It 
is often the case that developers and researchers at times would benefit from 
different approaches to compression, such as the techniques used in this research, 
to be able to make key decisions about compressed output size and processing of 
any type of data.  
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Practical Contributions 
It was rapidly uncovered from this study that it was not going to suggest a 
one-size-fits-all solution, unless it narrowed its focus solely on specific compressed 
output size or processing requirements, compression algorithms, data groups, 
transforms, transform variations, n-gram levels, and even more on a granular level, 
such as alphanumeric transform variations, and so on. Since this study focused on 
a number of factors, the results were able to provide richer insights that can be 
used to assist developers and researchers in making the following decisions, 
depending on their compression requirements, such as better compressed output 
size costs and compression processing times and query (decompression) 
processing times; using the results from the compression ratio, compression and 
decompression time metrics, respectively, or a balance in compressed output size 
and processing costs: 
 
■ The best, both overall and on a lower level, data formats, compression 
algorithms, data transforms, data transform variations, character and word 
n-gram levels, for the type of data (identified by data groups in the 
experiments) that needs to be compressed. 
■ Whether it would be beneficial to include the conversion of XML to JSON as 
a potential additional part of the process for some types of data. 
■ The best, both overall and on a lower level, domain-specific compression 
algorithms, data transforms, data transform variations, character n-gram 
levels, for the type of data that needs to be compressed. In this case, for 
SMILES data. 
■ Whether it would be useful to use other existing XML-Specific compressors, 
such as XMill used in the XML study, or other existing data transform 
techniques, such as WRT used in all studies, or even in some cases leave 
the data in its untransformed state, in place of the transforms and transform 
variations developed in this thesis, for some types of data. 
■ The best computing resources necessary in order to achieve the required 
compression goals.  
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The experiments were conducted using a variety of different types of data 
groups across many classes, ranging from auction or bidding data, to toxicology 
data, to a large set of wikimedia datasets, as well as domain-specific SMILES data. 
The use of this diverse set of datasets implies that the results for this study can 
benefit both developers and researchers across a wide range of disciplines, in 
adopting and tailoring these techniques specifically for the data that they are using. 
Developers and researchers in the Chemoinformatics discipline can certainly 
benefit from the results in the SMILES case study. As mentioned above, results 
from the XML and JSON set of experiments can also provide further guidance on 
whether or not it would be beneficial to convert XML to JSON, since there are a 
number of conversion tools that enable this process, in order to achieve optimum 
compression. The results from all experiments carried out in these studies also 
provide guidance for developers and researchers if data should be used with other 
existing XML-Specific compressors, such as XMill, or other existing transform 
techniques, such WRT, or even remain in their untransformed state to achieve their 
desired compression. However, the results did confirm that compression over 
some of the transforms and transform variations developed in this thesis, were 
actually better than compression over than WRT and untransformed data, in a 
number of cases for XML, JSON and also in the SMILES case study.  
The essence of this study was to contribute complete, unbiased information 
and results to enable developers and other researchers in this area to compress 
data appropriately according to their needs. To this end, the results have portrayed 
that different transforms will work better with different transform variations 
(including character and word n-gram levels), across different compression 
algorithms, data groups and data formats. The same has been seen in the SMILES 
case study. These results are beneficial for different compression requirements, in 
terms of providing better compression ratios, compression times and 
decompression times (refer to the results in Sections 5.5 to 5.8). 
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Theoretical Contributions 
The inclusion of data transforms and variations could be extended to other 
existing transform techniques, for example XML-specific techniques could be 
further improved. In an attempt to reduce the structural redundancy of XML data, 
some existing XML-specific techniques used schemas, such as an XML Schema, 
(refer to Sections 2.4.2 and 2.4.4 in the literature review). Since the general-
purpose data transforms and transform variations used in both the main study and 
case study are flexible and can be easily adapted, these transform techniques 
could be integrated with a schema to potentially improve the compression of XML 
data. In order to cater for JSON data, the schemas would need to be adaptable to 
work with other data formats. However, the suggested improvement implies 
working with a text based schema, which incurs compressed output size costs, 
compared for example to a binary based schema developed in [28]. The 
information present in existing schemas that XML documents conform to, could 
also be used as guidance for researchers and developers to determine what type 
of data transform to use and the best type of data transform variation to use to 
provide efficient compression of XML data. This information could be used 
alongside the results from this study for those documents that conform to schemas, 
however, not all XML documents have a schema attached to them [71], [70], [8]. 
 
6.3 Study Limitations and Future Work 
 
In addition to some of the suggestions to improve the study discussed in the 
Methodology Chapter 3, study limitations and future work is discussed in the 
following areas. 
 
Data Exchange Formats 
This study could be further extended and compared to other data exchange 
formats, such as YAML and BSON, as mentioned in the literature review. The 
results from these extended experiments would appeal to developers using these 
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data exchange formats. 
 
Variations in Datasets 
Another improvement to this study would be to investigate the nature of the 
data being compressed in order to provide additional insight into what type of data 
affects the efficacy of the various compression and data transform algorithms. This 
would lead to the development of a meta-algorithm that could be used to analyse 
the data in terms of its characteristics to help provide better compression of 
different types of data. A schema could also be used alongside this algorithm to 
provide the necessary information about an XML document. 
 
Data Transform Techniques 
The punctuation marks modelling technique was not used in the study due 
to the excessive run times of other data transforms used and was described in 
Section 2.7.5, however, it could have produced fruitful results if it were to be used 
to facilitate word prediction in the main study. However, whilst punctuation marks 
modelling itself is certainly more beneficial for textual documents that contain 
punctuation marks, such as the datasets in the Wikimedia and Shakespeare data 
groups for example, the concepts used in this transform could also be adapted to 
other types of data. An example is the SMILES case study. For this case study, 
instead of treating SMILES strings as one “word” in data transforms, the 
punctuation marks modelling technique could also have been adapted and tailored 
towards the vocabulary used in SMILES data to consider other symbols, such as 
double or triple bonds, branches, and so on. This could then have been combined 
with the space stuffing technique, to separate SMILES strings into segments and 
then produce word predictions for word n-gram data transforms of SMILES data. 
The studies focused on results for individual transforms to give researchers 
and developers information on these transforms, and flexibility for them to make 
choices on which transforms and transform variations to select for their needs, and 
which transforms to combine for further compression benefits if they wish to. 
Combining data transforms and transform variations was not conducted since it 
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was considered beyond the scope of this study. However, this inclusion to this 
study would provide further compression benefits for future work, but with a cost to 
processing times. In progression of this study, future work could experiment with 
different data transform combinations, and provide researchers and developers 
with key knowledge of the best data transform combinations to use with different 
types of data. This could also have other benefits, such as also improving word 
predictions with word n-grams, by for instance, collecting n-grams after the tag 
transformation to ensure n-grams remained focused on the content of the 
document and not on the verbose document structure, or after another combined 
set of transforms that can be used to improve n-gram data transformation for 
further compression benefits. 
A further improvement to the n-gram collection phase used in this study 
could be to include word stemming in the approach as described in [17], [61]. This 
essentially would allow for similar forms of words to be grouped together. For 
example, the words ‘compress’, ‘compressed’, ‘compressing’ and ‘compression’ 
have the words ‘compress’ in common. Whilst this process may incur extra 
processing costs in terms of both n-gram collection and data transform processing 
times, the knowledge could certainly be used to improve n-gram collections, and 
thus provide further improvement to compression through better n-gram data 
transforms. The n-gram section of this study could also be combined with research 
in n-gram similarity [17] as a future research direction, for the purposes of 
improving data compression. 
Both character and word n-gram level research, related to data compression 
in itself, would be another interesting research direction, particularly in relation to 
the use of different types of data, and also working with similar groups of data. 
In this study, word n-gram collections took a while to process, particularly on 
the larger datasets; this implies that a better processor is required when 
considering word n-gram data gathering. The larger files considered but not 
included due to processing errors, as mentioned in Section 5.2.1, could have been 
included in this study if a better processor with potentially more memory was 
available. 
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Compression Algorithms 
A more comprehensive, but exhaustive study could include further 
compression algorithms to be used over the transformed data, for example, similar 
to the wide range of algorithms tested in [49]. However, this would require more 
time for experimental and analysis purposes, as well as better computing 
resources in terms of processors and memory capacity. The general-purpose 
compressors used in this study were selected from statistical, dictionary-based and 
transform techniques, are well-known and were within the scope of this study, 
default compressor settings were used, however. Future work could involve using 
other compressor settings to provide further comparisons and insights. 
 
Metrics and Benchmarks 
The data transformation results, transformed file sizes and data 
transformation processing times, were not included as part of this study, to focus 
the whole thesis on compression over transformed data. The analysis of 
transformation results combined with this study, would provide researchers and 
developers with more insights into the cost of the transformation and 
detransformation processes, prior to and post compression, as well as the 
compression results. However, the focus on compression in this thesis would 
enable researchers and developers to see which transforms and variations provide 
the compression they are seeking, for the type of data they are working with. Then 
they can select the transforms and variations and investigate further from there. 
Whereas, focusing on both transformation and compression results may affect their 
choices, particularly with the extra preprocessing and postprocessing times that 
some transforms and transform variations incur and compressed output size costs. 
However, the inclusion of transformation results could be included in future work to 
improve this study. 
The reasons for only including one XML-specific compression technique, 
namely XMill, were mentioned in Section 3.2.11, which were due to the 
unavailability of many of these techniques and comparative limitations with other 
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data formats if they were to be used in this study. However, other general-purpose 
benchmarks could be used in the future, for example LIPT and StarNT that were 
described in Section 2.7.2., to further improve this study. 
 
Case Studies 
As mentioned previously, some XML-specific techniques group similar data 
together and place them in containers, such as XMill [5], [9], [14], [46], [7], [45] 
which group data together based on the structural information contained in XML 
documents. This is analogous to the data used in the SMILES case study, whereby 
data transforms and transform variations were applied to one specific group of 
data. Further case studies could therefore provide further insights into the extent 
that using data transforms and transform variations could improve the compression 
of similar types of data. With the variety of datasets used in this thesis, a number of 
different interesting case studies could be conducted on the foundation of these 
data transforms and transform variations. 
Another, more practical, approach to a case study would be to collaborate 
this research with a developer in industry in order to further advance this study to a 
more focused point of view. This would entail a full requirements analysis, working 
with developers to find out their particular needs relating to the type of data they 
work with, their expectations relating to compressed output size and processing 
times, and any other requirements that they may have relating to their data. 
Research would be required into the appropriate methods to test and carry out a 
wide set of experiments on their data, to provide them with the best transforms, 
transform variations, compressors, other recommendations, and other resources 
and information required to fulfil their requirements. This focal point would also 
permit the use of combined efficiency compression metrics, such as those 
described in [68], [10], [66], [49], or even the development of a new combined 
efficiency metric that could be tailored to the needs specified by the developer. 
The SMILES case study could be extended in the future to work with a 
larger amount of SMILES data, if the data was easily obtainable. There is also the 
potential to collaborate with researchers in this domain to experiment with the data 
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they use. Other extensions to this study could be to tailor and apply the transforms 
and transform variations to other chemical notations, for example those that 
possess lexical similarities with SMILES notations, such as SMARTS [23], which is 
an extension of SMILES data. 
 
Queriability 
Queriability is another area for future research, where data could be 
potentially queried in their transformed state to avoid incurring extra processing 
times with detransformation. 
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Appendix C: ToxCast Missing Files 
The following files are not included in the XML experiments. The affected 
files are for 1 to 5 Word-Ngram transforms used with the Existing_Numbers 
transform variation, except for the TableS3_RelativeRiskPermutationTest file, 
where 1 Word-Ngram was included in the experiments for this file: 
 TableS3_RelativeRiskPermutationTest 
 Table_S1_ToxCastAssayMaster_20091214 
 Table_S2_Hits_under_1uM 
 Table_S3_S4_Pathway_assay_results_tableS3 
 Table_S3_S4_Pathway_assay_results_tableS4 
 ToxCastAssayMaster_20091214 
 ToxCastAssayMaster_20100128 
 ToxCastP1_320_ChemicalQC_15Dec2009_bins 
 Chemicals_Sample_Map_20091214 
 Phase_1_ACEA_20110110 
 Phase_1_Attagene_20110110 
 Phase_1_BioSeek_20110110 
 Phase_1_Cellumen_20110110 
 Phase_1_CellzDirect_20110110 
 Phase_1_ChemClass_20110110 
 Phase_1_Chemicals_20110110 
 Phase_1_EPISuite_20110110 
 Phase_1_Gentronix_20110110 
 Phase_1_LeadScope_20110110 
 Phase_1_MN_MetabogenRxnClass_20110110 
 Phase_1_MN_WholeMolecProperties_20110110 
 Phase_1_NCGC_20110110 
 Phase_1_Novascreen_20110110 
 Phase_1_PhysChem_derived_20110110 
 Phase_1_QikProp_20110110 
 Phase_1_Solidus_20110110 
 Phase_1_StructureClassifiers_20110110 
 Phase_1_ToxRefDB_20110110 
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Appendix D: XML and JSON Overall Result Graphs and Tables 
 
Figure 1. Overall Average Compression Ratios for XML AND JSON 
Compression Algorithms 
 
Figure 2. Overall Average Compression Ratios for XML AND JSON Data 
Transforms 
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Figure 3. Overall Average Compression Ratios for XML AND JSON Data 
Transform Variations 
 
Figure 4. Overall Average Compression Ratios for XML AND JSON CharNgram 
Levels 
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Figure 5. Overall Average Compression Ratios for XML AND JSON 
WordNgram Levels 
 
Figure 6. Overall Average Compression Times (s) for XML AND JSON 
Compression Algorithms 
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Figure 7. Overall Average Compression Times (s) for XML AND JSON Data 
Transforms 
 
Figure 8. Overall Average Compression Times (s) for XML AND JSON Data 
Transform Variations 
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Figure 9. Overall Average Compression Times (s) for XML AND JSON 
CharNgram Levels 
 
Figure 10. Overall Average Compression Times (s) for XML AND JSON 
WordNgram Levels 
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Figure 11. Overall Average Decompression Times (s) for XML AND JSON 
Compression Algorithms 
 
Figure 12. Overall Average Decompression Times (s) for XML AND JSON Data 
Transforms 
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Figure 13. Overall Average Decompression Times (s) for XML AND JSON Data 
Transform Variations 
 
Figure 14. Overall Average Decompression Times (s) for XML AND JSON 
CharNgram Levels 
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Figure 15. Overall Average Decompression Times (s) for XML AND JSON 
WordNgram Levels 
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Figure 16. Overall Average Compression and Decompression Times (s) vs 
Compression Ratios for XML Compression Algorithms 
 
Figure 17. Overall Average Decompression Times (s) vs Compression Times 
(s) for XML Compression Algorithms 
 
Figure 18. Overall Average Compression and Decompression Times (s) vs 
Compression Ratios for XML Data Transforms 
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Figure 19. Overall Average Decompression Times (s) vs Compression Times 
(s) for XML Data Transforms 
 
Figure 20. Overall Average Compression and Decompression Times (s) vs 
Compression Ratios for XML Data Transform Variations 
 
Figure 21. Overall Average Decompression Times (s) vs Compression Times 
(s) for XML Data Transform Variations 
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Figure 22. Overall Average Compression and Decompression Times (s) vs 
Compression Ratios for XML CharNgram Levels 
 
Figure 23. Overall Average Decompression Times (s) vs Compression Times 
(s) for XML CharNgram Levels 
 
Figure 24. Overall Average Compression and Decompression Times (s) vs 
Compression Ratios for XML WordNgram Levels 
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Figure 25. Overall Average Decompression Times (s) vs Compression Times 
(s) for XML WordNgram Levels 
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Figure 26. Overall Average Compression and Decompression Times (s) vs 
Compression Ratios for JSON Compression Algorithms 
 
Figure 27. Overall Average Decompression Times (s) vs Compression Times 
(s) for JSON Compression Algorithms 
 
Figure 28. Overall Average Compression and Decompression Times (s) vs 
Compression Ratios for JSON Data Transforms 
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Figure 29. Overall Average Decompression Times (s) vs Compression Times 
(s) for JSON Data Transforms 
 
Figure 30. Overall Average Compression and Decompression Times (s) vs 
Compression Ratios for JSON Data Transform Variations 
 
Figure 31. Overall Average Decompression Times (s) vs Compression Times 
(s) for JSON Data Transform Variations 
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Figure 32. Overall Average Compression and Decompression Times (s) vs 
Compression Ratios for JSON CharNgram Levels 
 
Figure 33. Overall Average Decompression Times (s) vs Compression Times 
(s) for JSON CharNgram Levels 
 
Figure 34. Overall Average Compression and Decompression Times (s) vs 
Compression Ratios for JSON WordNgram Levels 
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Figure 35. Overall Average Decompression Times (s) vs Compression Times 
(s) for JSON WordNgram Levels 
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Appendix E: SMILES Overall Result Graphs and Tables 
 
Figure 1. Overall Average Compression Ratios for SMILES Compression 
Algorithms 
 
Figure 2. Overall Average Compression Ratios for SMILES Data Transforms 
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Figure 3. Overall Average Compression Ratios for SMILES Data Transform 
Variations 
 
Figure 4. Overall Average Compression Ratios for SMILES CharNgram Levels 
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Figure 5. Overall Average Compression Times (s) for SMILES Compression 
Algorithms 
 
Figure 6. Overall Average Compression Times (s) for SMILES Data Transforms 
 246 
 
 
Figure 7. Overall Average Compression Times (s) for SMILES Data Transform 
Variations 
 
Figure 8. Overall Average Compression Times (s) for SMILES CharNgram 
Levels 
 247 
 
 
Figure 9. Overall Average Decompression Times (s) for SMILES Compression 
Algorithms 
 
Figure 10. Overall Average Decompression Times (s) for SMILES Data 
Transforms 
 248 
 
 
Figure 11. Overall Average Decompression Times (s) for SMILES Data 
Transform Variations 
 
Figure 12. Overall Average Decompression Times (s) for SMILES CharNgram 
Levels 
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Figure 13. Overall Average Compression and Decompression Times (s) vs 
Compression Ratios for SMILES Compression Algorithms 
 
Figure 14. Overall Average Decompression Times (s) vs Compression Times 
(s) for SMILES Compression Algorithms 
 
Figure 15. Overall Average Compression and Decompression Times (s) vs 
Compression Ratios for SMILES Data Transforms 
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Figure 16. Overall Average Decompression Times (s) vs Compression Times 
(s) for SMILES Data Transforms 
 
Figure 17. Overall Average Compression and Decompression Times (s) vs 
Compression Ratios for SMILES Data Transform Variations 
 
Figure 18. Overall Average Decompression Times (s) vs Compression Times 
(s) for SMILES Data Transform Variations 
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Figure 19. Overall Average Compression and Decompression Times (s) vs 
Compression Ratios for SMILES CharNgram Levels 
 
Figure 20. Overall Average Decompression Times (s) vs Compression Times 
(s) for SMILES CharNgram Levels 
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